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ABSTRACT

Heart beats are important aspects of the study of heart diseases in medical science

as they provide vital information on heart disorders and diseases or abnormalities in

the heart rhythm. Each heart beat provides a QRS complex in the electrocardiogram

(ECG) which is centered at the R-peak. The analysis of ECG is hindered by low-

frequency noises, high-frequency noise, interference from P and T waves, and change

in QRS morphology. Therefore, it is a major challenge to detect the QRS complexes

using automatic detection algorithms.

This thesis aims to present three new peak detection algorithms based on a statistical

analysis of the ECG signal. In the first algorithm, a novel method of segmentation

and statistical false peak elimination is proposed. The second algorithm uses different

levels of adaptive thresholds to detect true peaks while the third algorithm combines

and modifies the two proposed algorithms to provide better efficiency and accuracy in

QRS complex detection. The proposed algorithms are tested on the MIT-BIH arrhyth-

mia and provides better detection accuracy in comparison to several state-of-the-art

methods in the field. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the merits

of evaluation consider the number of false positives and negatives. A false positive

(FP) is the result of a noise peak being detected and a false negative (FN) occurs

when a beat is not detected at all. The methods emphasize better detection algorithms

that detect peaks efficiently and automatically without eliminating the high-frequency

noise completely and hence reduces the overall computational time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The human heart is the most important organ of the human body. It pumps oxygenated
blood to all parts of the body, feeding cells with oxygen to produce their own energy.
Any flaw in the heart is a threat to the human health and, therefore, monitoring its
state is of the utmost importance in modern science. Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a
non-invasive test of the heart that surveys the operability of the heart. It is a simple
test, and it provides vital details of the heart’s condition for cardiac patients. An ECG
signal from an individual can reveal any anomalies associated with the heart’s function
and by studying the shapes and position of the heartbeats a proper diagnosis of heart
associated diseases can be obtained.

1.1 ECG Signal

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a recording of the action potential of the SA and AV nodes
and the depolarizing cells of the heart [1]. The ECG signal can be detected using
electrodes on the surface of the chest, arms and legs [2]. An ECG signal contains
P waves, QRS complexes, and T waves. Figure 1.1 shows an ECG signal with its
unique waveform. The P wave here is the result of the SA node depolarizing. It is
a blunt, low amplitude wave that lasts for approximately 60 to 80 ms [1]. The QRS
complex is triggered by the AV node. The Q wave is the result of depolarization of
the interventricular septum, the R wave occurs when the main mass of the ventricles
depolarize and the S wave represents the depolarization of the remainder of the wall
cells of the ventricles [1]. The T wave occurs when the ventricular muscles repolarize
and takes about 120 to 160 ms to complete [1]. Figure 1.1 shows the QRS complex
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Figure 1.1: ECG and QRS complex [1].

with P and T waves. By studying the structure and intervals of these waves much
information about the position, the chamber sizes, and the rhythm of the heart can be
obtained.

1.1.1 The heart and the cardiac conduction system

The heart is a cone-shaped muscular pump [3] that resides in the chest cavity sur-
rounded by the lungs and shielded by the breastbone and rib cage. It consists of four
chambers, the right atrium, right ventricle, left atrium, and left ventricle. Figure 1.2
shows the cross-section of the heart with its chambers and vessels. The vena cava
transfers blood to the right atrium which in turn pumps the deoxygenated blood to
the right ventricle. The walls of the right ventricle are thinner compared to the left
ventricle, as it pumps the blood to the lungs via pulmonary arteries. The left atrium
receives the oxygenated blood from the lungs through the pulmonary veins and then
pushes the blood into the left ventricle. The walls of the left ventricle are thick and
well adapted for pumping the blood throughout the body via the aorta. This entire pro-
cess can be performed several times every second to nourish the bodily tissues with a
much-needed supply of oxygen.

A typical heartbeat starts with the initiation of the action potential in the sinoatrial
(SA) node [2]. Figure 1.3 shows the pathway of the cardiac conduction system. The
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Figure 1.2: The heart [1].

Figure 1.3: The cardiac conduction system [4].
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SA node is the natural pacemaker of the heart and it depolarizes starting the cycle
of heartbeat. The signal is passed throughout both atria using the internodal path-
ways and Bachmann’s bundle and slowly lets the cells in the atria to depolarize. The
signal is also picked up by the Atrio-ventricular node which delays the signal approxi-
mately 100 ms to ensure all cells of the atria have depolarized before passing the signal
through the bundle of His to the walls of the ventricles. The atria and the ventricles are
isolated from each other by a ring of fibrous tissue [2] which insulates the ventricular
muscles from the atrial muscles. This is to prevent the atria and the ventricles from
depolarizing at the same time. This ensures that the ventricles are filled up with blood
and the atria are empty before the ventricles pump the blood. The AV node is the only
link in terms of conductivity between the two regions. Once, the AV node has delayed
the signal enough for the ventricles to be full, the signal is carried through the bundle
of His. The bundle carries the signal first towards the apex and splits into two, the right
and left bundle branches. The signal is then transferred through the Purkinje fibers to
the cells of the ventricles. This leads to the rapid depolarization of the ventricular cells
resulting in the contraction of the ventricles to pump the blood to the lungs and the
other parts of the body [2].

1.1.2 ECG signal procurement

An ECG signal is obtained using 12 leads. The procedure starts by attaching 10 elec-
trodes, to certain parts of the chest and limbs. Of the 10 electrodes, one is attached to
each arm and each leg and the remaining six are attached to the chest. The electrodes
play a vital role in detecting the voltage change through different viewpoints of the
heart. The right leg electrode is commonly known as the earth electrode while the
other limb electrodes are used to take the measurements of the voltage changes. Out
of the twelve leads in the system, three of them are used to measure the electrical po-
tential between the three electrodes on the limbs. These leads are known as standard
leads and are titled Lead I, II, and III. All three of these leads are bipolar, meaning
that each of them needs two of the three electrodes attached to the limbs to measure
the electric potentials. Lead I, II, and III measure the potential difference between the
electrodes placed on the right and left leg, right arm, and left leg, and left arm and left
leg, respectively. Figure 1.4 shows the placement of these leads forming an Einthoven
triangle [1].

The process also contains three Goldberger leads known as augmented limb leads.
These three leads are unipolar and are titled as augmented voltage right (aVR), aug-
mented voltage left (aVL), and augmented voltage left foot (aVF). These leads take
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Figure 1.4: The Einthoven triangle formed by limb electrodes and the six leads [1].

one of the electrodes as the positive pole and the mean of the measurements from the
other two electrodes as the negative pole. These leads are necessary to measure the
conditions of the upper right side, upper left side, and the inferior wall of the heart.
The placement of these three leads is also shown in Fig. 1.4.

The six electrodes on the chest are used to obtain measurements for the leads V1, V2,
V3, V4, V5, and V6. Figure 1.5 shows the position of the electrodes on the chest.
For each lead, the corresponding chest electrode serves as the positive poles. The
negative poles are obtained by averaging the measurements of voltage from the three
limb electrodes. Thus, the value of the negative pole remains equal for all six leads.
The QRS vectors detected by leads V1, V2, and V3 show negative peaks while V4,
V5, and V6 produce positive peaks [5]. This is because V4, V5, and V6 are placed
closer to the apex of the heart and on the left side of the apex while V1, V2, and V3
are placed on the right side of the apex.

1.1.3 Irregularities in the ECG signal

Arrhythmia is the term given to abnormalities in the heart [1]. If the heart rhythm is
irregular or the heart rate is reduced or elevated due to irregular electric activity of the
heart then this is regarded as a loss of rhythm of the heart and is also titled arrhythmia
[4]. Arrhythmia is mainly caused by Ectopic foci [4] or abnormal beats. The produc-
tion of such beats results in different types of arrhythmia like atrial, junctional, and
ventricular tachycardia, fibrillation, and flutter. Ectopic beats are abnormal electrical
impulses caused by significant damage to the SA node of the heart. SA node is the
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Figure 1.5: The placement of leads on the chest [1].

natural pacemaker of the heart stops working and so the pace making action is taken
over by the AV node. This fails to generate any impulse in the atrial region and so the
atria do not pump the blood into the ventricles and the natural rhythm of the heart is
distorted. Ectopic beats are mainly of three types, namely, premature ventricular con-
traction (PVC), premature junctional complex (PJC), and premature atrial contraction
(PAC).

Atrial tachycardia can also be regarded as fast contraction and relaxation of atrial
muscles. Having three or more continuous atrial premature contractions is regarded
as atrial tachycardia. The P waves are usually hidden after the T wave occurs and so it
is quite easy to be detected. It produces an atrial beat rate of over 140 BPM [4]. Atrial
fibrillation (AF) is regarded as a swift and nonuniform contraction of the atria. In AF,
the SA node does not produce any electrical impulse to start the cardiac conduction
process. The process starts somewhere else in the atria such as the AV node or the
nearby pulmonary veins and the signal spreads rapidly throughout the atria. Due to
this, the walls of the atria start to vibrate very fast and hence they are not able to pump
blood into the ventricles properly. The beat rate for AF is up to 600 beats per minute
[4]. Atrial flutter is quite like atrial fibrillation, however, in atrial flutter the signal is
conducted through the atria in a fast but regular manner [4].
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Junctional tachycardia usually consists of three or more premature junctional contrac-
tions [4]. Here, the AV node acts as the pacemaker of the heart due to the failure of
the SA node to fire. It can be detected easily as, after the QRS complex, the P waves
produced are inverted.

Ventricular tachycardia consists of at least three or more premature ventricular con-
tractions [4]. The QRS complexes are wider than normal and the beat rate is produced
in greater than 100 beats per minute [4] but can reach up to 250 beats per minute [5].
In this case, the ventricles are not full of blood when they contract and so the supply
of blood to the body suffers and can result in death. Ventricular fibrillation occurs
when the SA or AV fails to send electrical signals to the walls of the ventricles. This
makes the muscles of the ventricles to vibrate very fast instead of pumping the blood
normally. This is a major reason for cardiac arrest and the rhythm of the heart must be
mended quickly using a defibrillator.

1.1.4 Artifacts in ECG signal

The ECG signal obtained from an individual contains a lot of noise which makes the
R-peak detection very challenging. The frequency band of the ECG signal is between
5 Hz to 35 Hz [6, 7]. Within this particular band, most of the information regarding
the QRS complex is available. However, within this frequency band electromyogram
(EMG) is also found [6] which in most cases overlaps the ECG signal. Therefore, it
is difficult to obtain a full ECG signal. Most of the common sources of noise are as
follows:

• Powerline interference is mainly of 50 or 60 Hz [1]. It is a result of the inap-
propriate grounding of electrodes. This is a high-frequency noise that produces
multiple spikes in the ECG signal if not a sinusoid [1]. Power line interference
can be easily removed using bandpass or notch filtering. Figure 1.6 shows a
section of the ECG signal contaminated by powerline interference.

• Motion artifacts are low-frequency noises produced by the movement of any
sort, for example, breathing, couching, arm, and leg movement [1]. This noise
can be removed using bandpass or low pass filters. Figure 1.7 shows a section
of the ECG signal contaminated with motion artifacts.

• Baseline wander is a low-frequency artifact in the ECG that is the result of
breathing, electrically charged electrodes, or muscle movements. In the resul-
tant cases, the baseline drifts higher or lower than the zero lines and so might
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Figure 1.6: ECG contaminated with powerline interference.
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Figure 1.7: ECG contaminated with motion artifacts.
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Figure 1.8: ECG contaminated with baseline wander.

result in distortion of desired results. The baseline wander has a frequency be-
tween 0.5 to 1 Hz. Figure 1.8 shows a section of the ECG signal that has baseline
wander.

• Electromyogram (EMG) is a biomedical signal that contaminates the ECG sig-
nal. The frequency range of the EMG signal falls between 10 Hz to 500 Hz with
most of its power spectrum falling between 20 to 200 Hz [6]. EMG signal is
very hard to remove with any type of filtering as it overlaps the ECG signal par-
tially within its frequency band. Figure 1.9 shows a section of the ECG signal
contaminated by the EMG signal.

1.2 QRS Complex and Ectopic Beat Detection

QRS complex and ectopic beat detection have been quite an important study as certain
anomalies in the heart can be detected to provide doctors and patients with the proper
diagnosis. While external noise interferes with proper detection, arrhythmia also adds
to the difficulty of identifying QRS complexes and ectopic beats.

1.2.1 Problems with automatic QRS detection

QRS detection has been quite an important study as it can detect anomalies in the
heart to provide doctors and patients with the proper diagnosis. However, the prob-
lems with proper and accurate detection of peaks persist. The main reason behind it
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Figure 1.9: ECG contaminated with EMG signal.

is irregular intervals between peaks, irregular peak structure, the large amplitude of
P and T waves, and noise. To mitigate the noise in the ECG signal, several filtering
techniques such as bandpass, moving average, median, and derivative filter have been
employed. The problem with the use of such filters is that these filtering techniques
either fail to reduce the noise or cancels much of the information of the ECG signal.
The R-peak is a high-frequency component of the QRS complex and has a promi-
nent sharp amplitude and can be detected easily if not reduced by filtering. However,
selecting an abnormal frequency band using filters can diminish the information of
the R-peak and reduce its amplitude. Linear and non-linear transformations such as
wavelet transform, Hilbert transform, and Empirical mode decomposition can reduce
the noise and aid in automatic detection making it more successful in capturing the
peak information. However, irregular peak structures have provided a challenge even
for the best of the transformation techniques. Therefore, solving the problem of de-
tection of peaks is of the utmost value in medical science as the heart is considered as
the main organ of the body.

1.2.2 Background of automatic peak detection in ECG signals

The acquisition of ECG using the 12-lead is the best method available to date. How-
ever, the automatic detection of peaks in an ECG signal remains an important area of
research. The rule that Pan and Tompkin [7] established marked the era for adaptative
thresholding with low computational complexity and set a benchmark for the task of
QRS complex detection using programming languages. The algorithm is quite simple
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and easy to implement and thus is used widely even now. The process involves prepro-
cessing the signal with a bandpass filter, finding its derivative, squaring the derivative,
and finally, the use of a window of 150 ms to extract the QRS complex [7]. The pro-
cess starts with preprocessing the signal with a bandpass filter of bands 5 Hz as a lower
band and 15 Hz as a higher band. This removes most of the unwanted artifacts in the
given signal and thus derivative filtering can now be done to get an overview of the
slope of the QRS and P and T waves. The signal then goes through a non-linear trans-
formation [7] which is squaring. Squaring removes the negative peaks and enhances
the peak values. Finally, a moving average window of 150 ms is used to remove the
high-frequency artifacts from the signal [7]. The main process of peak detection be-
gins with setting a fiducial mark for the QRS complex at the positions of all the local
maxima with a space of at least 200 ms in between peaks found in the signal after the
bandpass filter is used. The threshold is initialized with values of two thresholds for
signal peaks and noise peaks. It takes about two seconds for this initialization which
analyses samples in the ECG signal and decides the values of the two thresholds. The
algorithm works as follows:

• If the current peak is greater than the threshold of the signal, then it is regarded
as a signal peak, and the signal level is changed to:
0.125 * current peak + 0.875 * signal peak.

• If the current peak is between the threshold of the signal peak and the noise
peak, then it is regarded as a noise peak, and the noise level is changed to:
0.125 * current peak + 0.875 * signal level.

• The signal threshold is then changed to:
noise level + 0.25 * (signal level – noise level)

• Noise threshold is changed to 0.5 * Signal threshold.

A search back is always initiated if no peaks are found within the 1.66 * R-R interval.
The R-R interval here depends on two values, one is the average of the last 8 peak
intervals and the other is the mean of the eight most regular R-R intervals that fall
between 92% and 116% of the average R-R interval. The value of the threshold is
lowered to 50% of the signal threshold. A search back is initiated at this stage and if
still no peak is found then the highest amplitude around a certain position is selected
as a peak. However, in cases of multiple detections within a certain period which
is shorter than the average R-R interval, the algorithm considers that a peak can not
occur within 200 ms of the last one and the peak is solely discarded thus minimizing
false detection. Then again if a peak occurs within 360 ms of the last peak which is
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also more than 200 ms, then the slope of the wave is checked. If it is found that the
slope of the wave is less than half the previous QRS complex, then it is discarded as a
T-wave.

The algorithm in [7] was further enhanced by Hamilton and Tompkin [8]. This paper
has the same preprocessing stage and the search back stage as Pan-Tompkin’s algo-
rithm. However, the decision making stage is quite different. The focus was more on
the optimization of decision rules for the decision process. The adaptive threshold is
chosen by mean, median, or iterative peak level of which the median estimator was
found to be the best in terms of fewer false peak detection and detection accuracy.
Overall, with a slight improvement over Pan and Tompkin’s algorithm, the efficiency
of QRS complex detection and exclusion of false positives were achieved, however,
the algorithm still lacks high accuracy because of the ambiguity in threshold place-
ment. Adaptive thresholding detection has certain advantages over other techniques
such as it is a high-speed algorithm, occupies a low space of memory, can be real-
ized in real-time detection, and is suitable for portable, wearable, and wireless ECG
systems. However, the only drawback of this technique is having a low-accuracy in
detection of QRS complexes and so the use of such technique results in high num-
ber of false positives [9]. The algorithm described in [9] has shown better results
at detection than Pan and Tompkin’s algorithm. The difference between the two is
the decision-making stage where some improvements were made to enable the user
to detect peaks more accurately. Algorithms available in [10–12] also use bandpass
filtering and derivative operations. In [11], the QRS region is found by squaring the
double differenced signal and then using a threshold. The R-peaks are found by cal-
culating the maxima and minima of each QRS window then finally initiating a search
back for missed peaks and the elimination of false peaks. In [12], single difference
operation is used which considers that a QRS region is around 140ms long and uses
low pass filtering of a cut-off frequency of 100 Hz to eliminate high-frequency noise.
The process is quite simple as it does not contain any higher-order mathematical cal-
culations. An adaptive second-order derivative method was introduced in [13]. The
algorithm uses second-order derivative filtering of local weights along with bandpass
filtering and logarithmic transformation to denoise the signal and detect peaks. This
method can be used in real-time and can be considered as an upgrade of all double
differencing algorithms.

Another detection technique employed by several authors is the one that applies wavelet
transform. This is a relatively newer technique of ECG denoising and with great
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amount of research conducted that show promising results. The advantage of this
method is that it is a suitable method for locating different waves with typical fre-
quency characteristics. A QRS complex lies between 10 Hz to 25 Hz [14], and so,
in most algorithms, a bandpass filter is used to capture these features of the raw ECG
signal. The bandwidth chosen to optimize the extraction varies. For example, Pan-
Tompkin’s algorithm uses a bandpass filter of 5 to 12 Hz [7] and others use high pass
filters, parallel high pass and low pass filtering, adaptive filters, empirical mode de-
composition and several others. The main motive is to reduce the noise while keeping
the high-frequency details of the QRS intact. The bandpass filter cannot adapt to the
sudden variations in the bandwidth in the frequency domain of the QRS [15]. The
continuous wavelet transform is the output of a bank of bandpass filters whose center
frequencies and bandwidths vary depending on the dilation parameter [15]. Due to the
variation in bandwidth, the resolutions are different for various scales [15]. However,
one prime disadvantage of such a system is its complexity and the extensive usage of
memory. To solve this problem, the dilation parameter of the CWT is discretized to a
positive integer which is a power of 2. This is called dyadic wavelet transformation.
Dyadic or discrete wavelet transform uses a mother wavelet which is then scaled and
shifted to produce a daughter wavelet [16]. This wavelet is convoluted with the signal
to capture the most prominent features of the signal. At high frequencies, the wavelet
provides good time resolution and at low frequencies, it provides good frequency reso-
lution. Discrete wavelet transform is a linear transformation of non-stationary signals.
It is a handy tool that can recognize sharp changes in the input signal depending on
the mother wavelet used to analyze the signal. In this paper, basically the technique
of wavelet transform use filter banks to decompose the signal into different frequency
sub-bands and then reconstructing the signal. Each level uses a filter bank consisting
of a high-pass and a low-pass filter followed by decimation by 2 for both filters. The
signal obtained from the high pass filter is called the detailed signal and from the low
pass filter is called the approximate signal [17]. Therefore, another level is established
where the signal from the low pass filter after decimation is fed into another filter
bank which is approximately half the size of the first level filter bank. Here another
high pass and low pass filter are used in parallel like stage one and the signal is again
divided into another sub-band consisting of another detailed signal and another ap-
proximate signal after decimation by 2 again. This goes on for ’n’ number of stages
unless a suitable output is obtained.

Wavelet packet decomposition is used in [17]. Wavelet packets are waveforms indexed
by three parameters of position, scale, and frequency [17]. In the wavelet decomposi-
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tion process, the signal is divided into approximation signals and detail signals. The
information lost between successive approximations can be found in the detail coef-
ficients [17]. The input signal is divided into several levels with each level having
approximation coefficients and detailed coefficients. In [18], the author uses eight
levels of decomposition to explain at what frequency range does the QRS falls. The
highest correlations found were for frequencies between 4.062 Hz to 32.5 Hz. Similar
work has been done in [16] where again eight levels of decomposition were used and
most of the energy of the QRS was found out in stages 3, 4, and 5. In addition to
this, P and T waves, which are prominent unwanted components of the ECG signal
were found to be in the 6th and 7th stages with baseline wander occurring in stage 8.
Further work had been done in [19] which deals with 50 Hz powerline interference
removal using wavelet transform. Haar-wavelet was first used in the algorithm which
reduces the noise but also distorts the signal into something resembling square waves.
Secondly, the db4 wavelet was used which showed very low distortion and was com-
paratively better than Haar-wavelet for ECG signals and that was further confirmed
in [19]. In [20], the resultant changes of four different types of mother wavelets were
displayed which are Haar, Db3, Quadratic spline, and Cubic spline wavelets. Amongst
these Db3 and Cubic spline wavelets have a good correlation to QRS structure. Simi-
larly, in [21], the author used a new prototype of a quadratic spline wavelet to test the
denoising of the signal. The number of levels used was 5 and the energy of the QRS at
levels 4 and 5 was found to be very low. For levels 1 and 2, the coefficients displayed
high-frequency noise. Therefore, level 3 was selected to resemble the QRS complex.
In [22], it was also stated that the energy of QRS complexes lies within 5 to 22 Hz
with 5 levels of decomposition for a maximum frequency of 180 Hz [22]. In [23],
the author emphasized on eliminating Gaussian noise. According to the author, this
noise interferes with the signal to a high extent and makes the extraction of the clean
signal very difficult. The author used Daubechies wavelets to filter the signal. These
wavelets are orthogonal and have a maximal number of vanishing moments represent-
ing higher degree polynomial functions [23]. These brands of wavelets were selected
due to their high cross-correlation with QRS complexes. The algorithm in [23] uses
6 stages. The detail coefficients of the unwanted noise components were set to zero
after transformation. The work done confirms that wavelet transform can be used to
separate different frequency components and that the unwanted components can be
removed by setting detailed coefficients of the components to zero. Inverse wavelet
transform can be applied to obtain the noise-free signal [23]. A more accurate way of
identifying peaks was discussed in [24]. The algorithm combined wavelet denoising
and Teagar energy window-based approach to perform automatic peak detection. An
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enhancement to a basic wavelet transform can also be observed in [25]. The wavelet
denoising was made tuneable for menacing ECG records to make the detection of
peaks simpler.

Hilbert transform is another method that is used widely for R-peak detection. It is
an odd function [26] and so it will have a zero-crossing exactly at the points where
the original signal has a peak and a peak where the original signal has a zero cross-
ing. Therefore, the first derivative of the signal is always taken ahead of the Hilbert
transform as a peak in the original signal represents a zero crossing in the derivative
which in turn represents a peak in the Hilbert transformed signal. In [26], a method of
using the first derivative of the ECG signal followed by its Hilbert Transform is imple-
mented. Similarly, [27] uses approximately the same techniques. Both algorithms use
the wavelet transform to eliminate noise rather than using a standard bandpass filter
which gives better accuracy for noise reduction. Moreover, each of the methods in
[26, 27] have different decision-making rules regarding adaptive thresholding. In [26]
the threshold was selected by taking the peak amplitudes of the local peak and find-
ing out the maximum amplitude of the Hilbert transform envelope. In [28] and [29],
a combination of Hilbert and wavelet transform is employed. The algorithm in [28]
employs two thresholds which are Up Limited (ULT) and Down Limited Thresholds
(DLT) [28]. The signal is then processed by these two values, separately, and two sets
of peaks are detected, one with values higher than the ULT and the other which is
higher than the DLT.

Another effective method for R-peak detection is Empirical value decomposition [30].
A new method of removing the baseline wander was used using a fast Fourier trans-
form. However, the fact remains that baseline wander is a low-frequency component
of frequency 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz and can easily be removed by using a high-pass filter or
median filter. The high-frequency noise was targeted like the powerline interference.
This component can be found in one of the lower order IMFs however, if most of the
lower order IMFs are removed then the QRS will be distorted as the QRS is also a
high-frequency component because of its sharp changes. To counter this, an efficient
method was proposed in [30]. A similar method was also implemented in [31], how-
ever, that method takes a non-linear transform into account after finding IMFs of the
baseline stabilized signal. Only the first three IMFs were used in [31]. Another fa-
mous algorithm is the Hilbert Huang transform (HHT) which uses EMD with Hilbert
transform to attain the desired accuracy of detection. The main method combined
EMD and Hilbert transform to generate time-space filtered signals [32]. The ECG
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signal was divided into its IMFs as before but with a new thresholding technique. The
first to the third IMFs were cleaned with a hard threshold to remove all high-frequency
noises. The last scales of IMFs were eliminated or made zero as it only contains the
baseline wander. Hilbert transform was applied to each of those IMFs as EMD was
effective in reducing the noise [33]. An enhancement to EMD was presented in [34]
in the form of complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition which lessens the
number of shifting operations by almost half and therefore reduces the computational
complexity [34].

Adaptive filter-based approach to ECG signal denoising is described in [35] with an
overview of the performance of different types of adaptive filters. Moving median fil-
ters were used in [36] and mean-median filtering along with DWT was used in [37] to
remove the baseline wander. This yields better results for noise cancellation than other
methods. The use of moving average filters was presented in [38] to suppress power-
line interference. Machine learning approaches to detect QRS are found in [39–44].
These algorithms use deep learning and convolution neural networks to classify the
beats and the noise. In [45, 46] algorithms based on simple learning and transforma-
tions that can be easily implemented without using machine learning were introduced.
Kalman filters were used for QRS detection in [47] while they were used along with
adaptive thresholding to detect peaks in [48].

1.2.3 Motivation

Cardiovascular diseases have been one of the leading causes of death all over the
world. CDC reported in 2011 that a third of the patients who die in the United States
alone are heart patients [49]. With the growth in population in the world, doctors
and nurses in many regions are often overwhelmed with the number of heart patients.
Delays in diagnosis can lead to cardiac arrest and fatality in the older population.
Professionals often have to work overtime studying the ECG signal very carefully
to denote any ectopic beats or arrhythmia. Sometimes due to lack of experience or
fatigue proper analysis is not given correctly resulting in permanent heart damage
or even death. Therefore, to analyze the ECG signal fast and accurately is a very
important task. Moreover, cost reduction is a key issue. Continuous monitoring for
cardiac patients is expensive to implement and the time it takes to read a record of 30
minutes is quite high. Therefore, automatic QRS detectors are an area of interest for
many biomedical sectors. There are certain advantages to using such systems. Firstly,
it eases the workload of physicians as they can use the system to monitor multiple
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patients at a time in the same amount of time, they would have used to study one
recording from one patient. Secondly, the diagnosis is instant and does not require
anyone to wait for days before they get their results. Thirdly, if such systems can be
used in mobile devices then patients do not have to be moved and an ECG test can
be performed at home. All these advantages give automatic detection an edge over
conventional visual observation and make QRS detection algorithms a much-needed
area of research.

1.3 Thesis Contribution

This thesis presents automatic peak detection algorithms for ECG signals. It consists
of three main algorithms:

• A novel method of QRS detection using multidimensional thresholds and statis-
tical false peak elimination.

• Single-channel QRS detection using discrete wavelet transform and median de-
noising with adaptive multilevel thresholding.

• QRS detection using adaptive multilevel thresholding, segmentation, and false
peak elimination.

First, various ways of noise reduction techniques are explored. Several techniques are
implemented, e.g., adaptive filtering, empirical mode decomposition, median filter-
ing, average filtering, bandpass filtering, wavelet transform, and derivative filtering.
It is found out that none of these noise reduction techniques could reduce the noise
completely, however, some of those techniques could minimize the noise enough for
adaptive thresholds to detect the peaks. According to [6], the ECG signal can be best
captured if the frequency bandwidth is taken below 35 Hz, considering using a low-
pass filter, while according to [7], the frequency bandwith is taken above 5 Hz when
a highpass filter is considered. It was found out that none of the techniques except
for bandpass filters can perform the task to select the exact frequency range of 5 to
35 Hz. Similarly, moving average filter was found to be effective at minimizing the
interference from other biomedical signals such as electromyography (EMG). For the
first algorithm, we have considered median filters to cancel the baseline wander and
minimize the P and T waves. In addition to this, a moving average filter is employed
to diminish other high-frequency noises and the EMG signals. A new method of seg-
mentation and false peak elimination, based on the characteristics of the ECG signals,
is also proposed to delete false peaks that result from the EMG and any other high-
frequency noise components remaining after filtering. A search back algorithm is also
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proposed that can detect peaks with lower amplitude than the ones that have been de-
tected.

In the second proposed method, we have investigated multilevel thresholding. The
idea of using multilevel thresholds is available in [50]. Therefore, in this thesis, dis-
crete wavelet transform is used up to only three levels along with adaptive multi-
level thresholding to separate the R-peaks and the ectopic beats from the noise peaks.
This algorithm consists of discrete wavelet transform and median filtering along with
smoothing to preprocess the signal. Later, two levels of adaptive thresholds are de-
vised and varied automatically along with one nonadaptive threshold. The search back
stage is also altered to perform better in detecting missed peaks.

The third proposed method of the research consists of a combination of the two earlier
algorithms with slight modifications to achieve better detection. For this purpose,
segmentation and false peak elimination are combined with two levels of adaptive
multilevel thresholding to create one algorithm which reduces the number of stages
that are present in the first algorithm and also route out the need for segmentation
while performing search back. The results achieved show that this algorithm is highly
robust.

1.4 Thesis Objective and Outline

The objective of this thesis is to find an efficient way of detecting peaks such as R-
peaks in the QRS complex, and ectopic beats such as the premature ventricular con-
tractions (PVCs), premature junctional complexes (PJCs), and premature atrial con-
tractions (PACs) using statistical and adaptive thresholds. The motive is to maximize
the number of true detections of R-peaks and to make the detection of peaks compu-
tationally simple and low cost while achieving high accuracy in proper detection. The
reasons for this are as follows:

• The information of the peaks is reduced significantly if a proper frequency band
is not chosen for filtering.

• Proper detection is hard to achieve due to irregularity in peak structure and peak-
to-peak interval.

• Linear and nonlinear transformations distort the ECG signal.

• Most of the algorithms developed till now emphasize filtering more than thresh-
olding.
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This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 consists of the introduction that
briefly considers the importance of the research, the problems associated with auto-
matic detection, and the previous work associated with the study. Chapter 2 represents
the first proposed algorithm based on a new method of automatic segmentation of the
ECG signal and statistical false peak elimination. This method breaks down a long
ECG record into smaller segments and processes the peaks of each segment in con-
trast to the mean peak-to-peak intervals of that segment. Considering the standard
deviation of the peak-to-peak intervals and the maximum number of beats achievable
per second, the algorithm chooses the actual peaks and eliminates the peaks due to
noise. A statistical search back method is also devised as the post-processing stage
to detect low amplitude missed peaks by taking into consideration the average peak-
to-peak interval and the standard deviation of the peak-to-peak intervals. This stage
also uses automatic segmentation. Chapter 3 presents the second proposed method,
a new method of adaptive multilevel thresholding using discrete wavelet transform,
and median filtering. Discrete wavelet transform and median filtering are used to re-
duce the high-frequency and low-frequency noises, respectively. Adaptive multilevel
thresholding is used to detect the R-peaks and the ectopic beats. Chapter 4 presents a
proposed method that combines adaptive multilevel thresholding, segmentation, and
statistical false peak elimination. This method can vary the amplitude thresholds adap-
tively with the change in the amplitude of signal peaks to enhance detection perfor-
mance. Segmentation and statistical false peak elimination can better adapt to remove
false peaks and find the actual ones if paired with adaptive multilevel thresholding.
The search back algorithm here does not use segmentation or rely on the standard
deviation of the peak-to-peak intervals as more true positives are detected and false
peaks are eliminated beforehand. Lastly, the conclusion and future work is provided
in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

A Novel Method of QRS Detection
Using Multidimensional Thresholds
and Statistical False Peak Elimination

2.1 Introduction

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a non-invasive test [13] for the heart which is con-
ducted by placing electrodes on the chest to record the electrical activity of the heart
[14]. It contains P waves, QRS complexes, and T waves. The signal obtained from
an individual has large amounts of noise components which make the R-peak detec-
tion very challenging. R-peaks are prominent features in the ECG signal, however,
due to noise, they are quite often suppressed and cannot be detected properly with-
out removing the noise contaminating the sample. Two other problems encountered
while performing peak detection is the irregularity of peak structure and irregularity
of peak-to-peak intervals. This feature is found in patients having a condition called
arrhythmia which is discussed in Chapter 1. In this chapter, we present a simple
statistical approach for detecting QRS without using any computationally intensive
transformations. Here, we propose a novel technique based on median and moving
average (MA) filters, segmentation and mean of R-R interval as a threshold. The use
of median filters stabilizes the baseline wander and minimizes the amplitudes of the
P and T waves while moving average filtering gets rid of high amplitude electrical
noise.
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2.2 Data Acquisition

The proposed method is evaluated on two distinct databases, namely, the MIT-BIH
arrhythmia database [51], and the Fantasia database [52] from PhysioNet [53] which
is a open source for physiological signals. The MIT-BIH arrhythmia database has a
variety of records with diversity in morphological changes that better suit better for
the evaluation. The records contain both high and low-frequency noise and artifacts
and P and T wave interferences. The database provides 48 ECG records of length 30
minutes each with a sampling frequency of 360 Hz and an 11-bit resolution over ±5
mV range [51].

The records were collected from 25 male and 22 female individuals between the age
of 23 to 89. Five leads have been used to collect the data which are MLII, V1, V2,
V3, and V4. Now, each record would use two of the five leads to collect the data that
is each record has two channels which can be used for evaluation purposes. For our
research, we have focused on channel MLII which is widely used and is used to record
directly from the chest. The annotations for the database are decided and placed by
cardiologists.

The Fantasia database consists of forty recordings from 32 individuals between age
the 21 to 85. Here, the channel I records the breathing rhythm and so the channel
II is used for the purpose of this study. The sampling frequency is 250 Hz and each
record is two hours long [53]. The annotations for this database are checked by visual
inspection.

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed method and compare that to the-
sate-of-the-art methods we have also included 20 records from the European ST-T
Database. This database contains 90 records from 79 individuals with a sampling
frequency of 250 Hz over ± 10 mV range [54]. The annotations in this database are
verified by two cardiologists separately.

2.3 The Proposed Method

Unlike most algorithms in the literature, this method is formulated using three differ-
ent stages. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 2.1 the first stage is the preprocessing stage to filter
out the unwanted noise and artifacts and minimize the effects of P and T waves. The
function of the second stage is to break down the ECG record into smaller segments
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the proposed method.

and to perform peak detection on each of those segments, separately. This stage is
referred to as peak detection in Fig. 2.1. Each record is divided into equal segments
of maximum 25000 samples per segment and an amplitude axis threshold is used to
eliminate very low amplitude peaks. The mean difference between adjacent peaks is
now calculated and used as a time axis threshold to eliminate any peaks resulting from
any residue of high-frequency noises. Lastly, the post-processing stage in Fig. 2.1 is
used to link together the smaller segments in the order of their original structure, to
cancel any repeated peaks resulting from one peak detected twice at the edge of ad-
joint segments. A search back sub-stage is finally used to detect any missed peaks by
learning from the R-R interval throughout the entire ECG record. Here, x(k) is the
input ECG signal, x1(k) is the signal after passing through the first median filter, x2(k)

is the signal after being passed through the second median filter, x3(k) is the signal af-
ter passing through moving average filter and after absolution, d(k) is the segmented
signal, w(k) is the signal from which false peaks are eliminated due to high-frequency
noise, y(k) is the signal from which false peaks are removed due to one peak being
detected twice as the signal was divided into smaller segments and z(k) is the final
peak detected signal. To reduce the processing time and to improve detection accu-
racy we have considered each segment to be less than or equal to 25000 samples which
is automatically decided in the algorithm itself. The entire work can be classified as
being a simple first-order statistical analysis of ECG signal. The proposed method
is evaluated over two standard databases and compared with existing state-of-the-art
methods.
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Figure 2.2: Outputs obtained from different stages with y-axis in mV. (a) ECG signal
from record 228 of MIT-BIH database, (b) Signal obtained after median filtering, (c)
Signal obtained after preprocessing.

2.3.1 Preprocessing

This stage contains two steps to suppress noise and other artifacts in the ECG record.
It is constructed out of two median filters and a moving average filter of 20 samples.

Median Filtering

The preprocessing stage kicks off with processing the entire record with two median
filters with a window size of the second filter being twice the first filter. The win-
dow sizes can be selected to be either, 50 ms and 100 ms, or 100 ms, and 200 ms
respectively. This is because P waves occur between 50 to 100 ms before the QRS
complex and T waves occur between 50 to 100 ms after the QRS complex. Com-
bining these two median filters in a cascade not only diminishes the P and T waves
but also eliminates the baseline wander. Any other low-frequency noise that might be
in the record will also be minimized if not fully eliminated. To illustrate this effect
Fig. 2.2(a) shows the original ECG signal from records 228 of MIT-BIH arrhythmia
database with noise and Fig. 2.2(b) shows the effects of median filtering.
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Moving Average Filtering

A moving average filter is employed to suppress the high-frequency noises in the ECG
record. Conventional methods use a variety of filters for this purpose. However, using
FIR bandpass filters can reduce the peak information significantly [8]. To avoid this a
moving average (MA) filter of 20 samples is utilized. Figure 2.2(c) shows the signal
after passing the signal through the moving average filter. The filter reads 10 samples
to the left of the designated sample and 9 to the right and calculates the average of
these 20 samples to replace it at the position of the designated sample. This reduces
the EMG and other high-frequency noises significantly without destroying the peak
information. However, one drawback of such filter is that it cannot eliminate the noise
fully but rather suppress it of a smaller value. The peak detection stage is thus de-
signed to deal with this problem. The filter also provides a smooth envelope for the
ECG which makes the R-peaks prominent. The absolute value of each of the sam-
ples is then found to account for premature ventricular contraction (PVC) which lay
below the x-axis for most signals. PVCs are ectopic beats produced by the ventricles
of the heart that interferes with the rhythm of the heart. They are the main reason for
the heart to initiate ventricular flutter or to skip a beat. The detection of the PVCs is
very important as seeing their shapes and amplitudes doctors can predict the abnor-
mality of the sequence of heartbeats and therefore, diagnose a disease properly. In our
algorithm, the PVCs are also considered as beats replacing R-peaks when the heart
struggles to beat properly.

2.3.2 Peak detection using statistical peak-to-peak interval analy-
sis

This stage consists of two steps, segmentation, and false peak elimination where the
ECG is divided into smaller segments depending on how many samples it consists
of. Each segment is processed separately to detect peaks. Figure 2.3(a) shows a
portion of the ECG signal from record 228. Figure 2.3(b) shows peaks detected on the
absolute value of the mean envelope, where the red circles show the peak position and
Fig. 2.3(c) shows the detected peaks on the raw ECG signal, where the circles display
the peak locations.

Segmentation

After preprocessing is done the record is now divided into segments of m samples
each. This can vary according to the length of the record but for better accuracy and
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Figure 2.3: Outputs obtained from different stages with y-axis in mV. (a) ECG signal
from record 228 of MIT-BIH database, (b) Peaks detected on the preprocessed signal,
(c) Peaks detected on the original signal. The circles provided show the detected peaks
on the corresponding signals.

low processing time, the number of samples should not be more than 25000. The no-
tion is to process smaller segments to better adapt to the change in morphology of the
ECG. To make the division of samples automatic the algorithm is initialized with R =
[2, 6, 20, 26, 40, 60, 72, 74], where R is the number of total segments to be produced.
If the length of the record is equal to 50000 or less, then the number of segments cho-
sen is 2 from vector R. Similarly, for records with sample numbers less than or equal
to 150000, 500000, 650000, 1000000, 1500000, 1800000 and 1850000 the number of
segments chosen would be 6, 20, 26, 40, 60 72 and 74 respectively. For example the
MIT-BIH arrhythmia database has 650000 samples for each record and so is divided
into 26 smaller segments of 25000 each for our experiment. For the databases we have
used in our work no record with more than 1850000 samples were found.

Fiducial Mark and False Peak Elimination

In this step, each segment is processed individually. First, a fiducial mark, W is created
which is a vector consisting of all the local peaks in the segment with a minimum peak
separation of 200 ms between peaks. Once this is done, the average amplitude, A, of
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all these peaks is calculated using formula,

A =

Q
∑

n=1
W (n)

Q
, (2.1)

where, Q is the number of total peaks, W (n) is the weight of the vector at position n

and n is the position of the peaks in vector W. We use upper and lower case boldface
to denote vectors.

Now, the segment is again processed to detect all the possible peaks with a minimum
peak-to-peak interval of 320 ms and an amplitude (y-axis) threshold of C, is found C

is a value proportional to A and lies between 70% and 125% of the value of A. This
is due to fact that the algorithm depends on learning the peak-to-peak intervals and
a huge number of false peaks in the initial detection can throw the analysis out of
balance. So, we try to minimize false detections from the beginning to achieve better
results.

Once all the local peaks above the amplitude threshold, C is found it is time to select
the true positives and eliminate any peak resulting from high frequency noises. Let
the vector L = [L(1), L(2), L(3), ..., L(N)] represents all the locations of peaks in the
segment and let the vector P = [P(1), P(2), P(3), ..., P(N)] represents all the peak
values and let N be the number of values in vectors L and P.

Next, let a third vector D = [D(1), D(2), D(3) ..., D(N −1)] be formed that contains
all the peak-to-peak intervals calculated from vector L, such that,

D(n) = L(n+1)−L(n), (2.2)

recalling that n is the position of the values in each vector. Now, the average propor-
tional value, G of the mean of the values in vector D is formulated using the equation,

G = k

N−1
∑

n=1
D(n)

N −1
, (2.3)

where, k is equal to 0.8 and 0.5 for low and high morphological change, respectively,
and n is the position of the peak values and peak locations in P and L respectively.

It is important to note that because there is a minimum interval of 320 ms between
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peaks. This because it is hard to achieve a beat rate of over 200 beats/min and there
are patients with the ventricular flutter of 200 beats/min [55]. This is because a normal
person can only achieve a minimum beat rate of 60 beats/min when awake [56]. If a
person has a beat rate of 190 beats/min which means approximately 3.15 beats/s the
minimum separation between beats will come at approximately 320 ms between two
beats. Furthermore, if the beat rate goes above this threshold it signifies ventricular
flutter and not heartbeats.

For example, if a person experiences around 1 beat per second, there cannot be more
than two false positives between two adjacent true positives as each peak will be at
least 320 ms away from each other. This is shown in Fig. 2.4. Considering this, our
false peak elimination was proposed where we compare each value in vector D with
an instantaneous position i, with G. If it is found that D(i) is less than G, then D(i+1)
is also compared to G. If D(i+ 1) is also found to be smaller, then the algorithm
guarantees that there is a false peak at position D(i). The location corresponding to
D(i) that is L(i+1) will be removed along with P(i+1) and a new interval between
the peaks will be established using formula,

D(i) = D(i)+D(i+1). (2.4)

For example in Fig. 2.4 it is seen that there are two false peaks, (a) and (b) between
true positives at 6000 and 7000 ms time marks. The algorithm calculates all the R-R
differences and stores in vector D. Then G is calculated using (2.3) and used to elim-
inate the false peaks. the interval between (c) and (a) are compared to G and found
lesser than G. At this point, the interval between (a) and (b) will also be compared
with G and will also be found to be smaller than G. Thus peak (a) will be eliminated
from vectors L and P. Then the algorithm again compares the interval between (c) and
(b) with G and finds it smaller than G. This initiates the comparison of the interval
between (b) and (d) with G again. Now, the value of the interval is again found to be
less than G and so peak (b) is eliminated.

This goes on for each of the peak-to-peak intervals in the segment and is quite efficient
in removing falsely detected peak. However, very high amplitude peaks are excluded
from this procedure as PVCs are high in amplitude but closer to their preceding peak
than G. The step is repeated for each segment and finally, all the peak locations from
all the segments together are obtained and stored in vector U and their corresponding
amplitudes in vector V. Figure 2.5 shows the effect of using this stage on a segment of
record 104. The record contains high frequency noise on some parts and a section of
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Figure 2.4: False peaks between true positives.

25000 samples are shown which contain high amounts of noise. Figure 2.5(a) displays
a peak falsely detected due to high-frequency noise while Fig. 2.5(b) shows the false
peak that was eliminated.

2.3.3 Post-processing

The post-processing stage has two steps which are false peak elimination due to over-
lapping and search back to detect any missed peaks. This stage is important because
when the ECG record is divided into segments, there could be a peak at the end or
beginning of each adjacent segment that might be detected twice. Also, because some
of the records are inconsistent in terms of amplitude, that is the amplitudes might be
too high for one part of the record and too low for another part, it is essential to pass
these records through the post-processing stage to maximize true detection and mini-
mize false positives.

False Peak Elimination due to Overlapping

After the peak detection stage is complete, the entire record is now analyzed. The
vector T now represents all the peak-to-peak intervals in vector U where,

T (n) =U(n+1)−U(n). (2.5)
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Figure 2.5: False peak elimination in record 104 with y-axis in mV (277-347s) of
MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. (a) False peaks detected after preprocessing, (b) False
peaks eliminated after assessment.
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Here, T (i) and U(i) are the weights of their respective vectors T and U.
Again a time axis threshold is created by using the formula,

H = 0.48

e−1
∑

n=1
T (n)

e−1
, (2.6)

where T (n) is the weight of the vector at position n and n is the position of the peaks
in vector T. H is the time axis threshold, e is the number of locations in U. The full
record is processed at a time using this threshold. If an instantaneous peak-to-peak
difference, T (i) is less than H then it is regarded as a repeated peak and this peak will
be eliminated. Thus, any peak detected twice is now detected only once and so the
number of false positives will be reduced further. Table 2.1 provides an overview of
the roles of different vectors in the method.

Table 2.1: Vector classification
Vector Content

R Number of segments.
W Locations of local peaks in a segment.
L Locations of peaks after using amplitude

threshold C for a particular segment.
P Values of peaks after using amplitude

threshold C for a particular segment.
D peak-to-peak intervals using (2.2)

for a particular segment.
U Locations of peaks for the whole after

false peaks have been eliminated.
V Values of peaks for the whole after false

peaks have been eliminated.
T peak-to-peak intervals for the whole

record.

Search Back

Finally, when most of the true positives have been detected, there might be a few
peaks that the algorithm had failed to detect earlier due to their low amplitudes. So,
the segments obtained in the segmentation stage is once again analyzed. Here it is
noted that several peaks have been eliminated already as false peaks. Those values
are removed from the vectors L and P for the corresponding segments and so the new
lengths of these two vectors are now f each. Now, vector D is again formulated but
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this time using the new weights in vector L and by using, (2.2).
This time the amplitude threshold is taken to be B and the mean peak-to-peak interval
is taken to be Z for a particular segment,

B = 0.1A, (2.7)

Z =

f−1
∑

n=1
D(n)

f −1
. (2.8)

The vector L is further analyzed to find the standard deviation of the peaks. The search
back stage will be only triggered is the standard deviation is less than or equal to 100
samples. This is to ensure there is no false trigger as some records are multiform
meaning, they have frequent changes in the intervals between peaks. The equation for
the standard deviation, S is given by,

S =

f−1
∑

n=1
L(n)−Z

f −1
. (2.9)

Now, the algorithm will account for each peak-to-peak interval and then compare it
with the value of the amplitude threshold B and time axis threshold Y , where,

Y = 2Z −4S. (2.10)

If the interval between two adjacent detected peaks exceeds the value of Y then the
algorithm confirms that there might be a missed peak in this part of the segment.
Therefore, all the local peaks with a value greater than B and a minimum interval
between the adjacent peak of X is found, where,

X = Z −2S. (2.11)

This will result in finding two or more peaks. Once these local peaks are found they
are then compared with another time axis threshold M where,

M = 0.75Z. (2.12)

Only the peaks that have a interval greater than M compared to the established true
positive immediately before them and immediately after them will be selected as
missed true positives (MTP). These MTP are thus added to the vectors U and V at
their designated locations in the vectors. A segment of 25000 in Fig. 2.6 is used to
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Figure 2.6: Search back in record 109 with y-axis in mV (1039-1108s) of MIT-BIH ar-
rhythmia database. (a) Peaks detected after False peak elimination, (b) Low amplitude
peaks detected resulting from search back.

display the results of using this stage. The segment is taken from record 109 where
the peak amplitude is too low to be detected in the peak detection stage. Figure 2.6(a)
shows the missed peaks in the segment while Fig. 2.6(b) shows the detected peaks
resulting from the search back stage.

Thus, using step by step learning and statistical analysis of smaller segments, the
method can detect the maximum numbers of true peaks.

2.4 Experiment and Results

The proposed method has been implemented in MATLAB R2020a 2.6 GHz Intel Core
i7 CPU with 16 GB RAM and 64-bit Windows 10 operating system. As mentioned
earlier the databases used were MIT-BIH arrhythmia and Fantasia databases with 48
records each with a duration of 30 minutes and 40 records each with a duration of
2 hours, respectively. To maintain peak detection logic a total of 142.5 seconds of
data of record 207 from the MIT-BIH database is excluded that contains ventricular
flutter. Three merits of evaluation are used to measure the overall performance of
the proposed method, and these are sensitivity (Se), positive predictivity (P+), and
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detection error rate (DER) which are represented by,

Se =
T P

T P+FN
, (2.13)

P+=
T P

T P+FP
, (2.14)

DER =
FP+FN

T B
, (2.15)

Where, T P is the true positive that is the number of annotated beats detected properly,
FN is the false negatives that are the number of missed beats from the annotations, FP

is the false positive that is the number of beats that are not annotated but still detected
by the algorithm and T B is the total number of beats annotated in the record.

The proposed method is summarized by Algorithm 1 and the results are represented
in Table 2.2 for MIT-BIH arrhythmia database and Table 2.3 for the Fantasia database.
The results displayed in the paper are better compared to most of the previous meth-
ods and show better performance especially for records with changes in morphology.
In both the tables, DB is the number of detected beats. The overall performance for
the MIT-BIH database is classified to have a sensitivity (Se) of 99.82%, positive pre-
dictivity (P+) of 99.88%, and a very low detection error rate (DER) of 0.31%. It is
important to state that it is more significant to minimize the number of false positives
(FP) than the number of false negatives (FN). The reason behind this is that detecting
false peaks gives the doctors ambiguous results and therefore wrong diagnosis while
if a few peaks are missed then the heart rate reduces hence by observing the trend of
the R-peaks, the doctors can predict where those peaks are located. Such peaks were
missed due to their low amplitudes. The algorithm only faced problems with record
203 which is a difficult record even for physicians to detect [46]. This record contains
morphological changes, multiform PVCs, and a high amount of instrumental noise
like baseline wander, muscle movement noise, and noise from unknown sources. As
for the rest of the records, the performance is high compared to any other method
mentioned in this paper.

Table 2.2: Results from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database.

Rec. No. T B DB T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
100 2273 2273 2273 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
101 1865 1865 1865 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
102 2187 2187 2187 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
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Rec. No. T B DB T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
103 2084 2084 2083 1 1 99.95 99.95 0.10
104 2229 2230 2229 1 0 100.00 99.96 0.00
105 2572 2581 2565 16 7 99.73 99.38 0.89
106 2027 2014 2013 1 12 99.31 99.95 0.64
107 2137 2143 2137 6 0 100.00 99.72 0.28
108 1763 1763 1753 10 10 99.43 99.43 1.13
109 2532 2532 2532 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
111 2124 2126 2124 2 0 100.00 99.91 0.09
112 2539 2542 2539 3 0 100.00 99.88 0.12
113 1795 1795 1795 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
114 1879 1878 1878 0 1 99.95 100.00 0.05
115 1953 1953 1953 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
116 2412 2395 2393 2 19 99.21 99.92 0.87
117 1535 1537 1535 2 0 100.00 99.87 0.13
118 2278 2278 2278 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
119 1987 1988 1987 1 0 100.00 99.95 0.05
121 1863 1863 1862 1 1 99.95 99.95 0.11
122 2476 2476 2476 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
123 1518 1521 1518 3 0 100.00 99.80 0.20
124 1619 1619 1619 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
200 2601 2599 2599 0 2 99.92 100.00 0.08
201 1963 1960 1955 5 8 99.59 99.74 0.66
202 2136 2137 2131 6 5 99.77 99.72 0.51
203 2980 2933 2898 35 82 97.25 98.81 3.93
205 2656 2642 2642 0 14 99.47 100.00 0.53
207 1860 1869 1860 9 0 100.00 99.52 0.48
208 2955 2948 2945 3 10 99.66 99.90 0.44
209 3005 2999 2999 0 6 99.80 100.00 0.20
210 2650 2638 2638 0 12 99.55 100.00 0.45
212 2748 2751 2748 3 0 100.00 99.89 0.11
213 3251 3247 3247 0 4 99.88 100.00 0.12
214 2262 2265 2262 3 0 100.00 99.87 0.13
215 3363 3369 3363 6 0 100.00 99.82 0.18
217 2208 2208 2208 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
219 2154 2157 2154 3 0 100.00 99.86 0.14
220 2048 2050 2048 2 0 100.00 99.90 0.10
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Rec. No. T B DB T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
221 2427 2426 2426 0 1 99.96 100.00 0.04
222 2483 2485 2483 2 0 100.00 99.92 0.08
223 2605 2605 2604 1 1 99.96 99.96 0.08
228 2053 2056 2051 5 2 99.90 99.76 0.34
230 2256 2258 2256 2 0 100.00 99.91 0.09
231 1571 1571 1571 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
232 1780 1782 1780 2 0 100.00 99.89 0.11
233 3079 3077 3077 0 2 99.94 100.00 0.06
234 2753 2753 2753 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00

Total 109494 109428 109292 136 200 99.82 99.88 0.31

Table 2.3: Results from Fantasia database

Rec. No. T B DB T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
F1o01 7169 7172 7169 3 0 100.00 99.96 0.04
F1o02 6823 6811 6811 0 12 99.82 100.00 0.18
F1o03 7228 7230 7225 5 3 99.96 99.93 0.11
F1o04 6230 6251 6228 23 2 99.97 99.63 0.40
F1o05 5730 5737 5730 7 0 100.00 99.88 0.12
F1o06 6231 6233 6231 2 0 100.00 99.97 0.03
F1o07 7150 7134 7125 9 25 99.65 99.87 0.48
F1o08 8485 8485 8481 4 4 99.95 99.95 0.09
F1o09 4925 4930 4925 5 0 100.00 99.90 0.10
F1o10 8241 8241 8240 1 1 99.99 99.99 0.02
F1y01 8709 8711 8709 2 0 100.00 99.98 0.02
F1y02 7035 7039 7035 4 0 100.00 99.94 0.06
F1y03 7643 7647 7643 4 0 100.00 99.95 0.05
F1y04 5511 5511 5511 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
F1y05 6965 6968 6965 3 0 100.00 99.96 0.04
F1y06 7086 7088 7078 10 8 99.89 99.86 0.25
F1y07 5947 5950 5945 5 2 99.97 99.92 0.12
F1y08 7289 7291 7289 2 0 100.00 99.97 0.03
F1y09 8021 8020 8018 2 3 99.96 99.98 0.06
F1y10 8693 8693 8693 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
F2o01 7234 7236 7231 5 3 99.96 99.93 0.11
F2o02 6372 6368 6364 4 8 99.87 99.94 0.19
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Rec. No. T B DB T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
F2o03 6541 6540 6537 3 4 99.94 99.95 0.11
F2o04 6902 6902 6901 1 1 99.99 99.99 0.03
F2o05 8469 8486 8466 20 3 99.96 99.76 0.27
F2o06 5249 5249 5249 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
F2o07 5944 5944 5944 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
F2o08 7044 7095 6984 111 60 99.15 98.44 2.43
F2o09 6138 6139 6137 2 1 99.98 99.97 0.05
F2o10 8441 8439 8429 10 12 99.86 99.88 0.26
F2y01 8106 8107 8104 3 2 99.98 99.96 0.06
F2y02 6574 6573 6573 0 1 99.98 100.00 0.02
F2y03 6807 6810 6807 3 0 100.00 99.96 0.04
F2y04 8603 8604 8604 0 0 100.01 100.00 0.00
F2y05 9244 9239 9236 3 8 99.91 99.97 0.12
F2y06 6851 6853 6851 2 0 100.00 99.97 0.03
F2y07 6506 6506 6506 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
F2y08 7358 7343 7329 14 29 99.61 99.81 0.58
F2y09 8701 8697 8685 12 16 99.82 99.86 0.32
F2y10 7113 7097 7093 0 16 99.72 99.94 0.22

Total 285308 285369 285081 284 224 99.92 99.90 0.18

The Fantasia database shows even better performance for all records even for records
with low sound to noise ratio (SNR). As for the rest of the records it works well giving
higher accuracy. The overall performance for the proposed algorithm on this database
is classified to have a sensitivity (Se) of 99.92%, positive predictivity (P+) of 99.90%,
and an even lower detection error rate (DER) of 0.18%.

The average time taken to run the algorithm on 30 minutes of a record is 3.5 seconds.
Figures 2.7-2.10 represent what roles different stages in the proposed algorithm play
in detecting QRS complexes in various scenarios. A noisy segment of each of these
records is displayed in these figures and along with the detection of peaks in the orig-
inal signal. In Fig. 2.7 there are low amounts of noise with the baseline shift, which
is fixed, and the peaks are detected properly. Figure 2.8 shows the PVCs which are
there in the place of R-peaks and they are properly detected even with P and T waves
surrounding them. Figure 2.9 shows a segment of record 104 with high-frequency
EMG contaminating it. The noise is not completely filtered out, but the R-peaks are
detected without any false negatives or positives. Lastly, Fig. 2.10 shows a segment of
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Algorithm 1 The proposed algorithm.
1: Initials K, j,W, w, Zt
2: Read K samples of the input ECG signal x(k)
3: Preprocessing using denoising filters (median filters, moving average filter), as in

Section 2.3.1
4: Divide x3(k) into R number of segments of j samples
5: Find the fiducial mark, d(k), as in Section 2.3.2
6: Let i = 1
7: while i < R
8: Input segment number i of d(k)
9: Compute A, by using (2.1)

10: Compute C, as in Section 2.3.2
11: Process segment number i of d(k) with amplitude threshold C and 320 ms

minimum peak-to-peak interval
12: Compute D, by using (2.2)
13: Compute G, by using (2.3)
14: Eliminate false peaks to obtain w, by using (2.4)
15: W = [W w]
16: i = i+1
17: End
18: Compute H, by using (2.6)
19: Process W with H to eliminate overlapped peaks to get y(n)
20: Let i = 1
21: Divide y(n) into R number of segments of j samples each
22: while i < R
23: Compute B, by using (2.7)
24: Compute Z, by using (2.8)
25: Compute S, by using (2.9)
26: Compute Y , by using (2.10)
27: Compute X , by using (2.11)
28: Compute M, by using (2.12)
29: if S <= 100 samples
30: Process segment number i of y(n) with amplitude threshold B and Y samples

maximum peak-to-peak interval
31: if any peak-to-peak interval in y(n) > Y

• find peaks in that interval with minimum peak-to-peak interval X and mini-
mum amplitude threshold of B and store it in vector a

• Select only the peaks that are more than M samples away from the the true
peak preceding it and the true peak after it
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32: End
33: End
34: Zt = [Zt a]
35: i = i+1
36: End
37: Return Zt

record 203 which contains both high-frequency and low-frequency noises along with
multiform PVCs. Therefore, not all peaks are detected correctly, and this results in
some false positives and negatives. The pink circles show the detected peaks on the
preprocessed signal, x3(k), while the red circles display the peaks detected on the me-
dian filtered signal x2(k). The locations of the peaks on the raw ECG signal, x(k) are
shown by using red circles for each figure.

2.5 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Methods

The proposed method is compared to several the-state-of-the-art techniques on dif-
ferent databases. The results of the comparison for MIT-BIH arrhythmia database is
shown in Table 2.4. It contains eleven other methods over a vast timeline with eight of
these methods being fairly recent in the field. It is seen that the proposed algorithm has
superior performance in detecting QRS over all other methods in all aspects except for
three, which are A. Sharma etal. [25], T. Sharma etal. [13], and L. Bouny etal. [24].

Table 2.4: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
Reference Year T B T P FP FN P+(%) Se(%) DER(%)

Pan et al. [7] 1985 116137 115860 507 277 99.56 99.76 0.68
Hamilton et al. [8] 1986 109267 108927 248 340 99.77 99.69 0.54

Christov [38] 2004 110050 109615 239 240 99.65 99.74 0.44
Zidelmal et al. [22] 2012 109494 109101 193 393 99.82 99.64 0.54

Pandit et al. [39] 2017 109809 109432 369 389 99.66 99.65 0.69
Sharma et al. [13] 2017 109494 109381 136 113 99.88 99.90 0.23

Tang et al. [45] 2018 109966 109055 494 911 99.55 99.17 1.28
Sharma et al. [25] 2019 109494 109363 131 183 99.83 99.89 0.29

Zalabarria et al. [36] 2020 106581 106096 431 485 99.60 99.54 0.86
Bouny et al. [24] 2020 109494 109316 147 178 99.87 99.84 0.30
Zhang et al. [48] 2020 109966 109124 683 842 99.38 99.23 1.39

Proposed Method 2020 109494 109293 136 200 99.88 99.82 0.31

Thus, those methods are further compared to the proposed algorithm. Table 2.5 rep-
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Figure 2.7: Outputs obtained from record 108 with y-axis in mV (222-236s). (a) Peak
detected on preprocessed signal, where the pink circles provided show the detected
peaks on x3(k). (b) Peaks detected on the baseline corrected signal where the red
circles show the detected peaks on x2(k). (c) Peaks detected on the original signal
where the red circles show the locations of the peaks in x(k).
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Figure 2.8: Outputs obtained from record 114 with y-axis in mV (291-305s). (a) Peak
detected on preprocessed signal, where the pink circles provided show the detected
peaks on x3(k), (b) Peaks detected on the baseline corrected signal where the red
circles show the detected peaks on x2(k), (c) Peaks detected on the original signal
where the red circles show the locations of the peaks in x(k).
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Figure 2.9: Outputs obtained from record 104 with y-axis in mV (56-70s). (a) Peak
detected on preprocessed signal, where the pink circles provided show the detected
peaks on x3(k), (b) Peaks detected on the baseline corrected signal where the red
circles show the detected peaks on x2(k), (c) Peaks detected on the original signal
where the red circles show the locations of the peaks in x(k).
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Figure 2.10: Outputs obtained from record 203 with y-axis in mV (0-14s). (a) Peak
detected on preprocessed signal, where the pink circles provided show the detected
peaks on x3(k), (b) Peaks detected on the baseline corrected signal where the red
circles show the detected peaks on x2(k), (c) Peaks detected on the original signal
where the red circles show the locations of the peaks in x(k).
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resents a detailed comparison between these three methods and ours on noisy signals
from the MIT-BIH database. The records selected are 104, 105, 108, 113, 201, 203,
205, 207, 208, 210 228, and 232 according to [24]. These records contain either sub-
stantial noise or high amplitude P and T waves and so they are ideal for comparison.
It is seen that out of the 12 records considered, the proposed method has overall better
performance on 5 occasions which are records 104, 113, 208, 228 and 232, than any
of the other three methods. In addition to that, the proposed method also shows better
sensitivity for record 207 and positive predictivity for records 105, 108, 205, and 210
than any other. However, T. Sharma et al. [13] shows better detection than all the algo-
rithms including the proposed method on three occasions which are 108, 201, and 207
for both sensitivity and positive predictivity while A. Sharma et al. [25] shows better
detection in only one occasion which is for record 205. The method of L. Bouny et

al. [24] clearly does not show a better overall performance than the proposed method.
The method shows better sensitivity on five occasions, however, the positive predic-
tivity and detection error rate suffers and in most cases is lower than the proposed
algorithm. The method of A. Sharma et al. [25] also shows better sensitivity than
the proposed method on five occasions out of twelve, however, similar to L. Bouny
et al. [24], the method has lower positive predictivity and detection error rate for ten
out of twelve records than the proposed method. The method in T. Sharma et al. [13]
shows better sensitivity on six records, better positive predictivity on three records,
and lower detection error rate on five records compared to the proposed algorithm. As
a result, it can be stated that the proposed algorithm has higher overall positive predic-
tivity than all three of the methods. The record 203 shows the least performance for
the proposed method as it is a highly fluctuating record with high amounts of noise,
multiform PVCs and random morphological changes. Seeing these statistics, it could
easily be said that even if the proposed method has an overall better performance than
those of A. Sharma et al. [25] and L. Bouny et al. [24] but it is still inferior to the
method of T. Sharma et al. [13] in terms of sensitivity. Therefore, this method is se-
lected for further comparison using Fantasia and European ST-T databases.

Twenty records from each database are selected according to [13] and each record is
clipped to one million samples for a fair comparison. Table 2.6 presents the compar-
ison results. It is seen that, in most cases, the proposed algorithm performs far better
than that in [13] and produces far lower false positives. Even though the method
of T Sharma et al. [13] shows better accuracy for sensitivity in the European ST-T
database, nevertheless, that method does not perform well in noisy conditions. The
sensitivity of the proposed algorithm is slightly lower than that of the method of T.
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Sharma et al. [13], while the positive predictivity of the proposed algorithm is higher
than that of [13]. The proposed method also shows a lower detection error rate using
both databases which mean more accuracy of true detection. Therefore, it can be veri-
fied that the proposed algorithm presents an overall better performance on the average
than the method in [13] and can better adapt to the changes in the morphology of the
ECG signal. The reason behind this is that the proposed algorithm does not contain
any non-linear transformations and is the statistical detection of ECG records with
two-dimensional thresholds.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a novel method of QRS detection using a simple statistical analysis of
the ECG has been presented. Median filtering, moving average filtering, segmentation,
false peak elimination, and search back has been considered in this paper for effec-
tive detection of QRS complexes. The number of segments chosen for each record
has been varied automatically over the course of two distinct databases. It has been
seen that the use of median filters could minimize the P and T waves, and the baseline
wander. Dividing the record into multiple segments resulted in low processing time
and better accuracy. Furthermore, statistically eliminating false peaks, identified very
few false positives and therefore have shown better positive predictivity than any other
methods mentioned in the paper. Similarly, the search back stage was able to identify
missing low amplitude peaks by considering the standard deviations of each segment
in a record. Simulation results have shown better performance in most of the records
than other state-of-the-art methods. Thus, the proposed algorithm performs better in
terms of automatic detection with a higher percentage of overall detection rate.
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Chapter 3

Single Channel QRS Detection Using
Discrete Wavelet Transform And
Median Denoising With Adaptive
Multilevel Thresholding

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present a new method of peak detection in ECG using adaptive
multilevel thresholding. The amplitudes of the noise and P and T waves are often
smaller compared to R-peaks. However, the amplitudes of R-peaks vary through any
ECG record due to different types of anomalies in the heart. The heart rates might
increase or decrease in amplitude at times when a person experiences arrhythmia and
so one particular amplitude threshold is not able to detect beats properly no matter
how much the noise is reduced. Therefore, any amplitude threshold put in place to
separate the R-peaks and ectopic beats from the noise peaks must be varied. The
notion of automatic detection relies on thresholds that can be varied automatically
without human intervention. Furthermore, one level of adaptive thresholding is not
effective to distinguish between peaks. Thus, the proposed method that utilizes two
levels of adaptive amplitude threshold. Two levels of beat rate thresholds are also
used to process the ECG signals in the MIT-BIH database [51] containing 48 records
of patients with arrhythmias. The method works well with most records and produces
an overall sensitivity (Se) of 99.74%, a positive predictivity (P+) of 99.88%, and a
detection error rate (DER) of only 0.38%. The method is highly robust in adapting to
the morphological changes in ECG signals.
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram for the proposed method.

3.2 The Proposed Method

Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed method. The diagram contains
three stages, namely, a preprocessing stage to remove or minimize noise, a peak de-
tection stage that passes the preprocessed ECG signal through one hard threshold and
three distinct adaptive thresholds to detect the R-peaks and the premature ventricu-
lar contractions (PVCs), and finally a post-processing stage to detect any peaks that
were missed in the initial detection because of their low amplitudes. Results from
the individual stages are illustrated based on applying data from MIT-BIH arrhythmia
database [51].

3.2.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage consists of three steps, first, discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
is used with three levels of decomposition and only the approximate signal of the third
level is selected to reconstruct the signal. The second step has two median filters to
eliminate the baseline wander which is a low-frequency artifact. This also reduces
the peak amplitude of the P and T waves and so makes the peak detection stage sim-
pler. The third step is to find the absolute value of the signal and then smoothing it to
produce an envelope.

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)

Figure 3.2 illustrates the DWT to three levels for a better understanding of the prepro-
cessing procedure. In this work, the signal is first decomposed using DWT to three
levels. DWT is a linear transformation of non-stationary signals [15]. It is a tool
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Figure 3.2: Wavelet decomposition to three levels.

that can recognize sharp changes in the input signal depending on the mother wavelet
used to analyze the signal [15]. DWT is performed using filter banks to decompose
the signal into different frequency subbands and then again reconstructing the signal.
Each level uses a filter bank consisting of a high-pass and a low pass filter followed by
decimation by 2 for both filters. The signal obtained from the high pass filter is called
the detail signal and from the low pass filter is called the approximate signal [7]. This
goes on for three levels in the octave band structure. Each time the frequency is di-
vided by a factor of 2. For the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [51, 53], the sampling
frequency is 360 Hz and so the frequency ranges of detail signal lie between 90-180
Hz, 45-90 Hz, 0-45 Hz, for stages one, two, and three, respectively. It is clear from
[7] that the majority of the information on the ECG signal falls between 5 Hz and 15
Hz, however, according to [6], some vital information of the ECG signal can be found
till 35 Hz frequency range. Therefore, for the proposed technique, the approximate
signal for level three that is in the frequency range of 0 to 45 Hz are selected to re-
construct the signal. The reason for this is that the algorithm tries to capture as much
information of the QRS complex as possible. Figure 3.3 shows the different stages of
the wavelet decomposition. The wavelet used in this study is the coif2 wavelet which
is a near symmetric orthogonal wavelet available as a built-in function in MATLAB.

Median Filtering and Smoothing

After DWT, two median filters are used. The window sizes for the first and second
filters are selected to be 100 ms, and 200 ms, respectively. The median filters in cas-
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Figure 3.3: Wavelet transformed signals for scale level (1-3) for a section record 104
from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. (a) Raw ECG signal, (b) Detail signal for
level 1, (c) Detail signal for level 2, (d) Detail signal for level 3, (e) Approximate
signal for level 3.
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Figure 3.4: Outputs obtained from different stages with y-axis in mV. (a) ECG signal
from record 111 of MIT-BIH database, (b) Signal obtained after median filtering, (c)
Envelope obtained after smoothing.

cade can not only eliminate the baseline wander but also minimize the amplitudes of
the P and T waves [19]. P waves occur approximately 50 ms before the QRS complex
and T waves occur approximately 50 ms after the QRS complex and so 50 and 100 ms
windows are selected to be implemented. To illustrate this effect, Fig. 3.4(a) shows
the original ECG signal from records 111 of the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database with
noise and Fig. 3.4(b) shows the effects of median filtering. After median filtering is
performed the absolute value of the output from the median filters is obtained and a
moving average window of 100 ms is considered to smooth the signal. This produces
an envelope of the ECG signal and suppresses any high-frequency noise as well as
EMG interference attained in the frequency range of 20 to 45 Hz. Figure 3.4(c) shows
the envelope generated using this technique.

3.2.2 Peak detection using adaptive multilevel thresholding

After the preprocessing stage is complete, the peak detection stage starts with finding
all the local peaks in the record with a peak-to-peak interval of 320 ms between adja-
cent peaks. The reason is that a beat rate over 200 beats/min is regarded as ventricular
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flutter [55], approximately 190 beats/min or 3.15 beats/s is set as the beat rate thresh-
old in order to maximize the number of detected true peaks.

Once all the local peaks are found, their amplitudes and locations are stored in vec-
tor P and L, respectively. We have used upper case boldface to denote the vectors.
Here, the vectors P and L are given by, P = [P(1),P(2),P(3), . . . ,P(N)] and L =
[L(1),L(2),L(3), . . . ,L(N)], where N is the total number of local peaks. The average
value of the amplitudes of all these peaks in P, denoted by T , is calculated as,

T =

N
∑

n=1
P(n)

N
, (3.1)

where n is the position of the peak in vector P.
Here, the adaptive multilevel thresholding (AMT) is applied. Two distinct levels of
the signal, signal value (Vsl) and noise value (Vnl) are initialized to be 0. These values
are used to update the thresholds with each selected true peak or discarded noise peak.
Three initial thresholds, S, M, and R, are set to obtain the peaks, which are as,

S = 1.2T, (3.2)

M = T, (3.3)

R = 0.6T. (3.4)

Here, R is regarded as the lower adaptive amplitude threshold below which all peaks
are regarded as noise peaks and eliminated. The upper adaptive threshold, M, is used
to eliminate peaks due to high-frequency noise and P and T waves. S is the non-
adaptive amplitude threshold. Any peak amplitude in vector P that exceeds S will
be regarded as a true peak. The signal value for the true peaks detected using this
threshold is updated using„

Vsl = 0.05a+0.95Vsl, (3.5)

where a is the amplitude of the true peak. The algorithm also stores the detected true
peaks in vectors G and H as true peak amplitudes and true peak locations, respectively.
Here, the vectors, G and H are given by, G = [G(1),G(2),G(3), . . . ,G(Q)] and H =
[H(1),H(2),H(3), . . . ,H(Q)], where Q is the total number of true peaks. The beat
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rate of each true peak is calculated as,

B(i) =
60 fs

H(i+1)−H(i)
, (3.6)

where i is the instantaneous position of the beat rate in vector B and fs is the sampling
frequency of the ECG signal. If the peak value is less than threshold S but greater
than threshold M, then B(i) is checked against the beat rate threshold Bw, where Bw is
given by,

Bw =

2
Q−1
∑

i=1
B(i)

Q−1
. (3.7)

If B(i) is found to be less than Bw then this peak is regarded as a true peak and its peak
amplitude and location will be added to G and H, respectively. The signal value is
then updated as,

Vsl = 0.1a+0.9Vsl. (3.8)

However, if this is not the case and B(i) is greater than Bw, then the peak is regarded
as a noise peak and is discarded and the noise value is updated by,

Vnl = 0.2a+0.8Vnl. (3.9)

Finally, if any peak is still lesser than threshold M but greater than threshold R, then,
B(i) is checked against Bz, where, Bz is given by,

Bz =

1.25
Q−1
∑

i=1
B(i)

Q−1
. (3.10)

If B(i) is less than the beat rate threshold Bz then the peak is regarded as a true peak
and its peak amplitude and location will be added to G and H respectively. The signal
level is again updated using (3.8). However, if B(i) is greater than Bz then the peak
will again be removed as it is considered as a noise peak and the noise level will be
updated using (3.9). After classifying the peak as a true peak or a noise peak the
threshold M is updated as,

M = 0.8Vnl +0.25(0.8Vsl −Vnl), (3.11)

and the threshold R is updated as,

R = 0.5M. (3.12)
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Once, the thresholds are updated the entire process will be repeated for the next peak
and the thresholds will be updated. In this way, the thresholds are varied so can adapt
to sudden changes in the amplitude of the record resulting in high accuracy.

3.2.3 Post-processing

The aim of this stage is to search for low amplitude missed peaks by taking the peak-
to-peak intervals for the detected peak into consideration. Once all the peaks are found
and stored in vector H, the peak-to-peak intervals are calculated and stored in vector
K, as,

K(i) = H(i+1)−H(i), (3.13)

where i is the instantaneous position of the peaks in G and H.
Here, K = [K(1),K(2),K(3), . . . ,K(Q− 1)]. An x-axis threshold for the maximum
peak-to-peak interval allowed between adjacent peaks will be calculated as,

F =

2
Q−1
∑

i=1
K(i)

Q−1
. (3.14)

If it is found that the interval between any two adjacent peaks exceeds the value of F

then the search back will be triggered and it will search for peaks within that interval
between the corresponding peaks by lowering the amplitude threshold to 20% of M

and peak-to-peak interval to 80% the value of F . Any peaks obtained through this
method are regarded as a low amplitude missed peaks and is added to the vectors G
and H at their corresponding positions as true peaks. The process is repeated for the
entire record to ensure maximum accuracy in detection.

3.3 Experiment and Results

The MIT-BIH arrhythmia database with 48 records, each with a duration of 30 min-
utes, are used in this experiment. Only channel MLII is used for the experiment and a
total of 142.5 seconds of data from record 207 is excluded because it contains ventric-
ular flutter. The evaluation of the proposed method uses the same figure of merits from
Chapter 2, which are sensitivity (Se), positive predictivity (P+), and detection error
rate (DER). These quantities are repeated here for clarity and they are represented by,

Se =
T P

T P+FN
, (3.15)
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P+=
T P

T P+FP
, (3.16)

DER =
FP+FN

T B
, (3.17)

where, T P is the number of true positives, FN is the number of false negatives, FP

is the number of false positives and T B is the total number of beats annotated in the
record. The proposed method is summarized by Algorithm 2. Table 3.1 represents
the results of running 48 records from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. Here, DB is
the umber of detected beats. The results obtained show a high sensitivity of 99.74%, a
positive predictivity of 99.88%, and a detection error rate of only 0.38%. The proposed
method is further compared to four other state-of-the-art methods and shows better
accuracy in all aspects than three of them. This is represented in Table 3.2. Even if
the method of Pan et al.[7] shows higher sensitivity than the proposed algorithm, the
recorded difference is negligible.. The positive predictivity for the proposed method is
far better and gives a lower detection error rate than Pan et al. [7]. Figure 3.5(a) shows
a section from record 108 of the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. While, Fig. 3.5(b)
represents the median filtered signal, and Fig. 3.5(c) represents the peak detection on
the envelope obtained after smoothing. As shown in the figure, the upper and lower
thresholds shown in red and black lines, respectively, experience change in values. The
reason is that these two thresholds are varied adaptively and automatically over the
course of the record and so they are subjected to change. The non-adaptive threshold
is represented by the green line and does not change with the change in the signal to
prevent the lower thresholds from exhibiting sharp sudden changes.

Table 3.1: Results from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database

Rec. No. T B T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
100 2273 2273 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
101 1865 1863 1 2 99.89 99.95 0.16
102 2187 2186 2 1 99.95 99.91 0.14
103 2084 2084 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
104 2229 2228 3 1 99.96 99.87 0.18
105 2572 2563 10 9 99.65 99.61 0.74
106 2027 2017 8 10 99.51 99.60 0.89
107 2137 2104 5 33 98.46 99.76 1.78
108 1763 1748 11 15 99.15 99.37 1.47
109 2532 2529 0 3 99.88 100.00 0.12
111 2124 2124 1 0 100.00 99.95 0.05
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Rec. No. T B T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
112 2539 2539 1 0 100.00 99.96 0.04
113 1795 1795 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
114 1879 1878 0 1 99.95 100.00 0.05
115 1953 1953 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
116 2412 2394 1 18 99.25 99.96 0.79
117 1535 1535 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
118 2278 2278 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
119 1987 1987 1 0 100.00 99.95 0.05
121 1863 1861 1 2 99.89 99.95 0.16
122 2476 2476 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
123 1518 1518 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
124 1619 1618 0 1 99.94 100.00 0.06
200 2601 2589 11 12 99.54 99.58 0.88
201 1963 1955 2 8 99.59 99.90 0.51
202 2136 2129 2 7 99.67 99.91 0.42
203 2980 2898 19 82 97.25 99.35 3.39
205 2656 2636 6 20 99.25 99.77 0.98
207 1860 1858 13 2 99.89 99.31 0.81
208 2955 2946 1 9 99.70 99.97 0.34
209 3005 3005 2 0 100.00 99.93 0.07
210 2650 2619 5 31 98.83 99.81 1.36
212 2748 2748 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
213 3251 3239 3 12 99.63 99.91 0.46
214 2262 2262 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
215 3363 3361 1 2 99.94 99.97 0.09
217 2208 2207 0 1 99.95 100.00 0.05
219 2154 2154 4 0 100.00 99.81 0.19
220 2048 2048 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
221 2427 2427 6 0 100.00 99.75 0.25
222 2483 2482 4 1 99.96 99.84 0.20
223 2605 2604 2 1 99.96 99.92 0.12
228 2053 2051 1 2 99.90 99.95 0.15
230 2256 2256 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
231 1571 1571 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00
232 1780 1780 2 0 100.00 99.89 0.11
233 3079 3076 1 3 99.90 99.97 0.13
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Rec. No. T B T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
234 2753 2753 0 0 100.00 100.00 0.00

Total 109494 109205 130 289 99.74 99.88 0.38

Table 3.2: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
Sr. No. Reference Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)

1 Pan et al. (1985) [7] 99.76 99.56 0.68
2 Zidelmal et al. (2012) [22] 99.64 99.82 0.54
3 Pandit et al. (2017) [39] 99.65 99.66 0.69
4 Zalabarria et al. (2020)[36] 99.54 99.6 0.86
5 The proposed method 99.74 99.88 0.38

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a single channel QRS complex detection using Wavelet denoising,
median filtering, and AMT, was proposed. The proposed method has shown high
robustness and can adapt to abrupt changes in morphology in the ECG signals. The
method is successfully evaluated on a standard database of 48 records taken from
both male and female participants, age between 23 to 89 which is a highly diverse age
range. The proposed method has shown significant improvement in terms of automatic
detection of heartbeats and its performance is compatible with the requirements for
detection applications.
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Algorithm 2 The proposed algorithm for AMT.
1: Read X samples of the input ECG signal
2: Preprocessing using DWT and denoising filters (median filters, moving average

filter), as in Section 3.2.1
3: Process full record with amplitude 320 ms minimum peak-to-peak interval
4: Compute the local peaks and store the locations and amplitudes in vectors L and

P, respectively, with each having a length of N, as in Section 3.2.2
5: Compute T , by using (3.1)
6: Initialize S, by using (3.2)
7: Initialize M, by using (3.3)
8: Initialize R, by using (3.4)
9: Initialize Vsl and Vnl , as in Section 3.2.2

10: Bw = 0
11: Bz = 0
12: Let i = 1
13: while i < N
14: if P(i)>= S
15: Store P(i) in G
16: Store L(i) in H
17: Update Vsl , by using (3.5)
18: elseif P(i)< S and P(i)>= M
19: Compute B(i), by using (3.6)
20: Compute Bw, by using (3.7)
21: if B(i)<= Bw
22: Store P(i) in G
23: Store L(i) in H
24: Update Vsl , by using (3.8)
25: else
26: Update Vnl , by using (3.9)
27: End
28: elseif P(i)< M and P(i)>= R
29: Compute B(i), by using (3.6)
30: Compute Bz, by using (3.10)
31: if B(i)<= Bz,
32: Store P(i) in G
33: Store L(i) in H
34: Update Vsl , by using (3.8)
35: else
36: Update Vnl , by using (3.9)
37: End
38: End
39: Update and store beat rate in vector B, by using (3.6)
40: Update M, by using(3.11)
41: Update R, by using (3.12)
42: i = i+1
43: End
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44: Compute peak-to-peak intervals and store in vector K, by using (3.13)
45: Compute F , by using (3.14)
46: Let n = 1.
47: A = Length of vector K
48: while n < A
49: if K(n) >= F

• Find peaks in that interval with minimum peak-to-peak interval 0.8*F and
minimum amplitude threshold of 0.2*M and store the peaks Zt

50: End
51: n = n+1
52: End
53: Return Zt
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Figure 3.5: A section of record 108 from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database with y-axis
in mV (388-416s). (a) Raw ECG signal, (b) Signal obtained after median filtering, (c)
Peaks detected on the envelope of the signal. The green, red and black lines repre-
sent the non-adaptive threshold S, the upper adaptive threshold M and lower adaptive
threshold R, respectively.
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Chapter 4

QRS Detection Using Adaptive
Multilevel Thresholding,
Segmentation and Statistical False
Peak Elimination

4.1 Introduction

Normally, Q, R, and S are three deflections where Q and S have negative amplitudes,
and R has a positive amplitude in the ECG signal. The main problem encountered
by earlier algorithms in the detection of R-peaks and ectopic beats is the presence of
electromyogram (EMG) signal and irregular intervals between peaks. While EMG
signals have similar amplitudes to that of the R-peaks, they also show peaks at po-
sitions where there should be R-peaks and so it is difficult to recognize the R-peaks
when ECG and EMG signals are mixed. One way of removing the peaks due to the
EMG signal is by using false peak elimination and segmentation. While adaptive
multilevel thresholding is effective in separating the noise peaks from the QRS peaks
because of the changing amplitude of the threshold, it is not so efficient in adapting to
the change in peak-to-peak intervals and EMG signal interference. This chapter aims
to present a new technique for detecting QRS using adaptive multilevel thresholding
(AMT), segmentation, and statistical false peak elimination. The method is tested by
simulation using the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [51] and [52].
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the proposed method.

4.2 The Proposed Method

Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed method. Like the earlier methods,
this technique also has three stages which are a preprocessing stage, a peak detection
stage, and a post-processing stage. The preprocessing stage is put in place to extract
the maximum information of the ECG signal while minimizing both the high and
low-frequency noises. The peak detection stage here is divided into two substages and
detects peaks twice to enhance the processing of the ECG signal. The first substage
uses multilevel adaptive thresholding with two distinct adaptive thresholds to detect
the R-peaks and the premature ventricular contractions (PVCs). The second substage
uses segmentation and statistical false peak elimination to analyze the already detected
peaks to remove false positives. Finally, the post-processing stage will process the
entire record and search for missed peaks with low amplitudes.

4.2.1 Preprocessing

Here, instead of using several steps, a bandpass filter is used with passband edge fre-
quencies of 5 Hz and 35 Hz, respectively. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the main infor-
mation of the ECG remains within this frequency band, and therefore for the algorithm
to work, the selected frequency band is enough to detect the peaks properly. The peak
amplitudes of the P and T waves are also reduced if any frequency lower than 5 Hz
is eliminated. Using the bandpass filter, however, does not reduce the amplitude of
the EMG signal and loses some information of the R-peaks as a certain percentage of
their information remains above 35 Hz. Figure 4.2 shows the signal processed by the
bandpass filter. Figure 4.2(a) shows an ECG signal that has a baseline wander while
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Figure 4.2: Baseline wander removal. (a) ECG signal with baseline wander, (b) Band-
pass filtered signal after removing baseline wander.

Fig. 4.2(b) shows that the baseline has been corrected with slight fluctuations that do
not hamper the detection. The bandpass filter can remove the powerline interference
as it remains well outside the frequency range of the desired passband frequency range
and that is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 shows this effect.

Once the signal is filtered by using bandpass filter, the signal is normalized using the
formula,

Xnorm =
X

Xmaximum
, (4.1)

where, X is the signal processed by the bandpass filter and Xmaximum is the maximum
amplitude of the whole signal. The absolute value of the signal is then taken and
smoothed using a window of 50 ms. This does not affect the R-peaks or ectopic
beats much and reduces the P and T wave amplitudes further as these waves occur
approximately 100 ms before and after the QRS complex, respectively, and have lower
slopes. The smoothing process employs a moving average filter. Figure 4.4 shows the
envelope taken after the smoothing process. Figure 4.4(a) shows the raw ECG signal
of record 104 from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database while Fig. 4.4(b) shows the
bandpass filtered signal and Fig. 4.4(c) shows the smoothed or enveloped signal.
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Figure 4.3: Powerline interference removal. (a) ECG signal with powerline interfer-
ence, (b) Powerline interference removed after bandpass filtering.

4.2.2 Peak detection using adaptive multilevel thresholding and
statistical peak-to-peak interval analysis

After the preprocessing stage is complete, the peak detection stage starts with ini-
tializing the minimum interval between peaks to 280 ms. The reason for this is that
the algorithm in Chapter 2 faced some problems while taking 320 ms to be the min-
imum peak-to-peak interval. Many true positives were eliminated in certain records
containing ectopic beats. Even though it is a beat rate over 200 beats/min which is
regarded as ventricular flutter [55], some records show that the beat rate can go above
200 beats/min which creates many false negatives for those records if approximately
190 beats/min or 3.15 beats/s is set as the beat rate threshold. Therefore, to keep
false negatives as minimum as possible, a beat rate of approximately 215 beats/min or
3.60 beats/s is allowed in this algorithm. Any extra false positives resulting from this
change are eliminated later using statistical false peak elimination.

Adaptive Multilevel Thresholding

Once all the local peaks are found, their amplitudes and locations are stored in vector P
and L, respectively. The vectors P and L are given by, P = [P(1),P(2),P(3), . . . ,P(N)]
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Figure 4.4: Outputs obtained from record 104 with y-axis in mV (333-346s). (a) The
raw ECG Signal, (b) The bandpass filtered signal, (c) The preprocessed signal.
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and L = [L(1),L(2),L(3), . . . ,L(N)], where N is the total number of local peaks. The
average value of the amplitudes of all these peaks in P, denoted by T , is calculated
using,

T =

N
∑

n=1
P(n)

N
, (4.2)

where n is the position of the peak in vector P.
Two distinct levels of the signal, signal value (Vsl), and noise value (Vnl) are initialized
to be 0. These values are used to update the thresholds with each selected true peak or
discarded noise peak. Two initial thresholds are also set to process the obtained peaks,
which are M, and R as,

M = T, (4.3)

R = 0.6T. (4.4)

Here, R is regarded as the lower adaptive amplitude threshold below which all peaks
are regarded as noise peaks and hence eliminated. The value M is the upper adaptive
threshold and any peak amplitude in vector P that exceeds this value will be regarded
as a pseudo-true peak. The signal value for the true peaks detected using this threshold
is updated using,

Vsl = 0.1a+0.9Vsl, (4.5)

where a is the amplitude of the pseudo-true peak. The algorithm also stores the de-
tected pseudo-true peaks in vectors G and H as pseudo-true peak amplitudes and
pseudo-true peak locations, respectively. Here, the vectors, G and H are given by,
G = [G(1),G(2),G(3), . . . ,G(Q)] and H = [H(1),H(2),H(3), . . . ,H(Q)], where Q is
the total number of pseudo-true peaks. However, if a peak is found to be less than
the threshold M and above threshold R, the beat rate is calculated in contrast to the
detected peak preceding it. This is calculated by using,

B(i) =
60 fs

H(i+1)−H(i)
, (4.6)

where i is the instantaneous position of the beat rate in vector B. If it is found that the
instantaneous beat rate, B(i), is less than the beat rate threshold, BW , then the peak is
regarded as the pseudo-true peak. Here, BW is given by,

Bw =

1.75
Q−1
∑

i=3
B(i)

Q−4
. (4.7)
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Figure 4.5: Multilevel adaptive thresholding.

However, if this is not the case and B(i) is greater than Bw, then the peak is regarded
as a noise peak and discarded and the noise value is updated by,

Vnl = 0.2a+0.8Vnl. (4.8)

Any peaks falling below threshold R are also regarded as noise peaks and will be
discarded and the value of Vnl will again be updated using (4.8). After classifying the
peak as a true peak or a noise peak, the threshold M is updated using,

M = 0.6Vnl +0.6(Vsl −Vnl), (4.9)

and the threshold R is updated as,

R = 0.5M. (4.10)

Once the thresholds are calculated again the entire process will be repeated for the
next peak and the thresholds will be updated. Figure 4.5 shows how the two adaptive
thresholds change with the rise and fall in the amplitudes of the signal peaks. The
process is similar to the one in Chapter 3, however, the weights for M and the beat rate
have been altered to make the thresholds more adaptive and higher than the previous
ones. This results in more accurate detection and lowers false negatives.
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Segmentation

Once all the pseudo-true peaks are found using adaptive multilevel thresholding the
ECG signal is divided into several segments, each having no more than 50000 sam-
ples. The process is similar to the one used in Chapter 2, however, the number of
segments used here is exactly half the number of segments used in Chapter 2 as the
number of samples per segment is twice the number used in Chapter 2. Vectors G
and H are also divided into the same number of segments according to where their
values should be placed in the ECG signal. The value 50000 was selected to enhance
the accuracy of the algorithm with respect to peak-to-peak intervals without losing too
many samples. It is important to note that unlike the method in Chapter 2, there will
be no peak overlapping as the peaks are selected using the whole ECG record rather
than by using a segment. Thus, the number of steps decreases along with the number
of computations used.

Statistical false peak elimination

Once the segmentation is complete the pseudo-true peaks are analyzed by calculating
the intervals between adjacent peaks to that of the mean peak-to-peak interval of the
whole segment. Let the vector Y = [Y (1), Y (2), Y (3), ..., Y (C)] represents all the
locations of pseudo-true peaks in the segment and let the vector Z = [Z(1), Z(2),
Z(3), ..., Z(C)] represents all the pseudo-true peak values in the segment and let C

be the number of values in vectors Y and Z. The mean proportional value of all the
weights in vector Z, called F is also calculated using,

F = 0.8

C
∑

e=1
Z(e)

C
, (4.11)

where e is the position of the values in each vector. Next, let a third vector D f p =
[D f p(1), D f p(2), D f p(3) ..., D f p(C−1)] be formed that contains all the peak-to-peak
intervals calculated from vector Y, such that,

D f p(e) = Y (e+1)−Y (e). (4.12)
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Now, the average proportional value, W , of the mean of the values in vector D f p is
formulated using the equation,

W = k

C−1
∑

e=1
D f p(e)

C−1
, (4.13)

where k is equal to 0.75 and 0.5 for low and high morphological changes, respectively,
and e is the position of the peak values and peak locations in Z and Y, respectively.
Now, if a peak value in vector Z with an instantaneous position v+1, is smaller than
F , we compare the corresponding value in vector D f p with the position v, with W .
If it is found that D f p(v) is less than W , then D f p(v+ 1) is also compared to W . If
D f p(v+ 1) is also found to be smaller, then the algorithm guarantees that there is a
false peak at position D f p(v). The location corresponding to D f p(v) that is Y (v+ 1)
will be removed along with Z(v+ 1) and a new interval between the peaks will be
established using the formula,

D f p(v) = D f p(v)+D f p(v+1). (4.14)

This goes on for each pseudo-true peak in the segment that has a lesser value than
F . This reduces the number of computations as well because unlike the algorithm in
Chapter 2, we do not need to process all the pseudo-true peaks. The algorithm only
processes the peaks which are low in amplitude and very close to each other. Thus,
the number of the falsely detected peaks is reduced further without eliminating any
ectopic beats. The step is repeated for each segment and, finally, all the peak locations
from all the segments together are obtained and stored in vector A, where A = [A(1),
A(2), A(3), ..., A(J)] and their corresponding amplitudes in vector E, where E = [E(1),
E(2), E(3), ..., E(J)]. Here, J is the total number of true peak obtained after statistical
false peak elimination. Figure 4.6 shows the effect of using this stage on a segment of
record 104. The record contains interference from EMG on some parts and a section
of 50000 samples are shown which contains high amounts of noise. Figure 4.6(a)
displays a peak falsely detected due to high-frequency noise while Fig. 4.6(b) shows
the false peak that was eliminated.

4.2.3 Post-processing

The aim of this stage is to search for low amplitude missed peaks by taking the peak-
to-peak intervals for the detected peaks of the whole ECG record into consideration.
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Figure 4.6: False peak elimination in record 104 with y-axis in mV (277-347s) of
MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. (a) False peaks detected after preprocessing, (b) False
peaks removed after using statistical false peak elimination.
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Once all the true peak locations are found and stored in vector A, the peak-to-peak
intervals are calculated and stored in vector Dsb, using,

Dsb(u) = A(u+1)−A(u), (4.15)

where u is the instantaneous position of the peaks in A and E.
Here, Dsb = [ Dsb(1),Dsb(2),Dsb(3), . . . ,Dsb(J − 1)]. Here, the total length of Dsb is
J −1 as two peak locations from vector A is needed to calculate the interval between
them. Hence, an x-axis threshold for the maximum peak-to-peak interval allowed
between adjacent peaks will be calculated using,

S =

1.75
J−1
∑

a=1
Dsb(a)

J−1
. (4.16)

If it is found that the interval between any two adjacent peaks exceeds the value of S

then the search back will be triggered and it will search for peaks within that interval
between the corresponding peaks by lowering the amplitude threshold to 25% of the
initial value of M and peak-to-peak interval to 50% the value of S. Any peaks obtained
through this method is regarded as a low amplitude missed peak and is added to the
vectors A and E at their corresponding positions as true peaks. Figure 4.7 shows the
detection of a missed peak in record 109 which was detected using the search back
procedure. The process is repeated for the entire record to ensure maximum accuracy
in detection.

4.3 Experiment and Results

The MIT-BIH arrhythmia database with 48 records each with a duration of half an hour
is used in this experiment. Only channel 1 was used for the experiment and a total of
142.5 seconds of data from record 207 is excluded which contains ventricular flutter.
The evaluation of the proposed method uses the same figure of merits from Chapter
2 and 3, which are sensitivity (Se), positive predictivity (P+), and detection error rate
(DER). These quantities are repeated here for clarity and they are represented by,

Se =
T P

T P+FN
, (4.17)

P+=
T P

T P+FP
, (4.18)
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Figure 4.7: False peak elimination in record 109 with y-axis in mV (222-236s) of MIT-
BIH arrhythmia database. (a) False peak eliminated signal, (b) Missed peak detected
on the preprocessed signal after using search back.

DER =
FP+FN

T B
, (4.19)

where T P is the number of true positives, FP is the number of false negatives, FP

is the number of false positives and T B is the total number of beats annotated in the
record. The algorithm of the entire approach is summarized in Algorithm 3. Table 4.1
represents the results of running 48 records from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database.
The results obtained are better than the previous methods included in the literature as
well as the algorithms evaluated in Chapter 2 and 3. The proposed method shows a
high sensitivity of 99.85%, a positive predictivity of 99.91%, and a detection error rate
of only 0.25%. The proposed method is further compared to five other state-of-the-art
methods and shows a better detection rate than all of them. This is represented in
Table 4.2.

Table 4.1: Results from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database

Rec. No. T B T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
100 2273 2273 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
101 1865 1865 3 0 100.00% 99.84% 0.16%
102 2187 2187 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
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Rec. No. T B T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
103 2084 2083 0 1 99.95% 100.00% 0.05%
104 2229 2229 7 0 100.00% 99.69% 0.31%
105 2572 2572 21 0 100.00% 99.19% 0.82%
106 2027 2028 3 2 100.05% 100.00% 0.25%
107 2137 2131 0 6 99.72% 100.00% 0.28%
108 1763 1762 3 1 99.94% 99.83% 0.23%
109 2532 2532 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
111 2124 2124 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
112 2539 2539 2 0 100.00% 99.92% 0.08%
113 1795 1795 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
114 1879 1876 2 3 99.84% 99.89% 0.27%
115 1953 1953 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
116 2412 2395 0 17 99.30% 100.00% 0.70%
117 1535 1535 1 0 100.00% 99.93% 0.07%
118 2278 2278 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
119 1987 1987 2 0 100.00% 99.90% 0.10%
121 1863 1865 2 1 100.11% 100.00% 0.16%
122 2476 2476 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
123 1518 1516 0 2 99.87% 100.00% 0.13%
124 1619 1617 1 2 99.88% 99.94% 0.19%
200 2601 2599 0 2 99.92% 100.00% 0.08%
201 1963 1950 0 13 99.34% 100.00% 0.66%
202 2136 2131 1 5 99.77% 99.95% 0.28%
203 2980 2944 13 36 98.79% 99.56% 1.64%
205 2656 2647 0 9 99.66% 100.00% 0.34%
207 1860 1854 5 6 99.68% 99.73% 0.59%
208 2955 2943 0 12 99.59% 100.00% 0.41%
209 3005 3002 0 3 99.90% 100.00% 0.10%
210 2650 2611 8 39 98.53% 99.69% 1.77%
212 2748 2748 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
213 3251 3249 0 2 99.94% 100.00% 0.06%
214 2262 2262 1 0 100.00% 99.96% 0.04%
215 3363 3361 1 2 99.94% 99.97% 0.09%
217 2208 2206 0 2 99.91% 100.00% 0.09%
219 2154 2154 1 0 100.00% 99.95% 0.05%
220 2048 2048 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
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Rec. No. T B T P FP FN Se(%) P+(%) DER(%)
221 2427 2425 0 2 99.92% 100.00% 0.08%
222 2483 2483 24 0 100.00% 99.04% 0.97%
223 2605 2605 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
228 2053 2053 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
230 2256 2256 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
231 1571 1571 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%
232 1780 1780 2 0 100.00% 99.89% 0.11%
233 3079 3078 0 1 99.97% 100.00% 0.03%
234 2753 2753 0 0 100.00% 100.00% 0.00%

Total 109494 109331 103 169 99.85% 99.91% 0.25%

Table 4.2: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
Sr. No. Reference Year P+(%) Se(%) DER(%)

1 Pan et al. [7] 1985 99.56 99.76 0.68
2 Pandit et al. [39] 2017 99.66 99.65 0.69
3 Sahrma et al. [25] 2019 99.83 99.89 0.29
4 Zalabarria et al. [36] 2020 99.6 99.54 0.86
5 Bouny et al. [24] 2020 99.87 99.84 0.3
6 Proposed Method 2020 99.91 99.85 0.25

Figure 4.8 shows the overall detection of peaks in a segment record 113. As seen here
the P and T waves do not impose any threat to the algorithm.

Table 4.3 shows the comparison of the method proposed in this chapter with those
proposed in Chapters 2, and 3, respectively. The development of algorithms in Chap-
ters 2, and 3, have led to the development of the algorithm in this chapter. In the
proposed algorithm in Chapter 2, the processes of segmentation and statistical false
peak elimination were developed, however, the amplitude threshold was non-adaptive
which gave rise to several false positives and negatives. In the proposed algorithm
in Chapter 3, adaptive amplitude and beat rate thresholding for several levels were
introduced. For the algorithm developed in this chapter, both of these stages were
combined to provide the maximum accuracy for detection as shown in the table. The
table also shows the decrease in the number of false positives and negatives while
positive predictivity, sensitivity, and detection error rate have increased significantly.
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Algorithm 3 The proposed algorithm.
1: Read X samples of the input ECG signal
2: Preprocessing using bandpass filter and moving average filtering, as in Section

4.2.1
3: Normalize the obtained signal, by using (4.1)
4: Process full record with amplitude 280 ms minimum peak-to-peak interval
5: Compute the local peaks and store the locations and amplitudes in vectors L and

P, respectively, with each having a length of N, as in Section 4.2.2
6: Compute T , by using (4.2)
7: Initialize M, by using (4.3)
8: Initialize R, by using (4.4)
9: Initialize Vsl and Vnl , by M and R, respectively.

10: Bw = 0
11: Let i = 1
12: while i < N
13: if P(i)>= M,
14: Store P(i) in G
15: Store L(i) in H
16: Update Vsl , by using (4.5)
17: elseif P(i)< M and P(i)>= R
18: Compute B(i), by using (4.6)
19: Compute Bw, by using (4.7)
20: if B(i)<= Bw
21: Store P(i) in G
22: Store L(i) in H
23: Update Vsl , by using (4.5)
24: else
25: Update Vnl , by using (4.8)
26: End
27: End
28: Update and store beat rate in vector B, by using (4.6)
29: Update M, by using (4.9)
30: Update R, by using (4.10)
31: i = i+1.
32: End
33: Divide G and H into C number of segments of j samples each
34: Let i = 1
35: while i <C
36: Input segment number i of H
37: Compute F , by using (4.11)
38: Compute D f p, by using (4.12)
39: Compute W , by using (4.13)
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40: Eliminate false peaks to obtain y, by using (4.14)
41: Y = [Y y]
42: i = i+1
43: End
44: Process Y and compute peak-to-peak intervals and store in vector Dsb, by using

(4.15)
45: Compute S, by using (4.16)
46: Let n = 1
47: Q = Length of vector Dsb
48: while n < Q
49: if Dsb>= S

• Find peaks in that interval with minimum peak-to-peak interval 0.5*S and
minimum amplitude threshold of 0.25*M and store the peaks Z

50: End
51: n = n+1
52: End
53: Zt = [Y Z]
54: Return Zt

Table 4.3: Comparison with methods in the developing stages
Sr. No. Methods FN FP P+(%) Se(%) DER(%)

1 Chapter 2 200 136 99.88 99.82 0.31
2 Chapter 3 289 130 99.88 99.74 0.38
3 Chapter 4 169 103 99.91 99.85 0.25
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Figure 4.8: Peak detection performed in record 113 with y-axis in mV (125-139s). (a)
The raw ECG signal, (b) Peaks detected on the ECG signal, (c) Peaks detected on the
preprocessed signal.
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4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the combination of adaptive multilevel thresholding, segmentation, and
statistical false peak elimination, was proposed. The proposed method is highly robust
and can adapt to abrupt changes in morphology of the ECG signals. The method has
been successfully evaluated on a standard database of 48 records taken from both
male and female participants, age between 23 to 89 which is a highly diverse age
range. The proposed method has been tested on the MIT-BIH database and shows
better results than any other method mentioned in the thesis. This method has also
shown significant improvements in terms of automatic detection of heartbeats and its
performance is compatible with the requirements for detection applications.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, new approaches for peak detection in ECG signals have been presented.
The approaches have taken into consideration mean R-R intervals, adaptive amplitude
thresholds and beat rates, to correctly identify the QRS complexes and the ectopic
beats. The algorithms show high accuracy in detecting peaks and displays much ro-
bustness in adapting to the changes in morphology in the ECG signals. The algorithms
have been tested on the MIT-BIH database [51] using MATLAB. The Fantasia [52]
and parts of the European ST-T database [54] were also used for the algorithm in
Chapter 2. The annotations of these databases are available online and were used to
check the peak locations for the proposed methods. The MIT-BIH arrhythmia database
has an immense number of variations in morphology in the ECG signal and presents
challenging ECG records from a variety of age groups. The records contain noise vari-
ations as well as variations in ectopic beats and most of the records are from patients
with major abnormalities in their heart rhythm. The proposed method, in Chapter 1,
has achieved a sensitivity (Se) of 99.85%, a positive predictivity (P+) of 99.91%, and
a detection error rate (DER) of 0.25% overall for the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database.
The novel method of QRS detection using multidimensional thresholds and statistical
false peak elimination was also tested on the Fantasia database and has achieved a
sensitivity, a positive predictivity, and a detection error rate of 99.92%,99.90%, and
0.18% respectively. This makes the proposed methods adaptive to sudden changes in
the ECG signal, high amounts of noise, and swift fluctuations encountered due to a
fast-changing heart rhythm.

In this research, three algorithms to detect QRS complexes have been developed. The
proposed methods have been compared to several state-of-the-art techniques in the
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field and shows better accuracy in detection than most of those methods. The method
in Chapter 2 uses automatic segmentation which breaks down the ECG signals into
smaller segments for fast and accurate comparison of the peak-to-peak intervals with
the average peak-to-peak interval of a particular segment. Breaking down a signal into
smaller segments also makes the algorithm adaptable to the morphological changes in
signal. Statistical false peak elimination has also been used that aids in eliminating
interference from high-frequency noise and EMG signals. The method in Chapter 3
emphasizes on adaptive multilevel thresholds that can be used to detect peaks more
accurately than simple non-adaptive thresholds. The final method in Chapter 4 com-
bined both the methods from Chapter 2 and 3 to provide an algorithm that is efficient
in both detecting true peaks and eliminating false peaks while decreasing the number
of segments used in Chapter 2. The algorithm has been devised to eliminate the need
for memory-intensive filtering and transformations. This has resulted in better detec-
tion accuracy.

5.2 Future Work

In our work, we have studied QRS complexes and ectopic beats. However, the no-
tion of ventricular or atrial flutter or fibrillation detection was not considered in this
work and is a key area of research in this field. Flutters are deadly vibrations of heart
muscles that almost always lead to death or permanent damage to the heart, the brain,
and other organs of the body. Therefore, the next goal of this work is to create an
algorithm that can detect ventricular and atrial flutter or fibrillation. The main idea
is taking into consideration the peak-to-peak intervals of ventricular or atrial flutter
which exceeds the range of 200 beats/min for the normal rhythm of heart beats. Ven-
tricular flutter also resembles sinusoidal waves and this feature can be further studied
to detect these types of abnormalities. Furthermore, future research may also consist
of studies on ectopic beats. By taking into account the position and amplitudes of
the P and T waves and by measuring their slopes, distinguishing between rhythmic
QRS complexes and ectopic beats like premature ventricular and atrial contractions
and premature junctional complexes, can be conducted..
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